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The illustration on the cover symbolizes the renormalization procedure in the 
two dimensional Ising model. It is composed of lattice spin configurations in 
four successive stages of the renormalization proces: 
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In this thesis, dealing wiih the subject of phase transitions, a study of 
some aspects of the Ising model, an elementary microscopic model that never-
theless shows a phase transition, is presented. In its standard form the Is-
ing model is a model for a ferromagnet -with an easy axis: it consists of a set 
of mutual interacting spins on a lattice with only two possible states per spin, 
either up or down. However, the model has a much wider application as it 
can also be applied to the description of other two-state models, like lattice 
gases or binary mixtures. 
In the first part of the thesis this model is studied on general planar lat-
tices employing exact methods. A set of recursion relations between some 
special correlation functions, the so called spinar correlation functions, is de-
rived in chapter 2. It is shown that the critical temperature of Ising models 
on periodic planar lattices can be calculated in a direct way from these rela-
tions, while estimates of the critical temperature of the more general 
Potts model on planar lattices can be made. In the case of the homogeneous 
Ising model on a square lattice the spinar correlation functions are solved 
from these recursion relations in terms of the lattice Green function, confirm-
ing the connection between the Ising model and the free field theory. 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of a particular class of periodic Ising 
models with diluted frustration, using the recursion relations that were de-
rived in chapter 2. A modulated phase is found at T=0 which extends into a 
modulated paramagnetic phase for finite temperatures. The disorder line at 
which this latter phase changes into a paramagnetic phase is located. In a 
study of the ground state excitations of the model contact is made with re-
sults known for the ANNNI-model. 
The method to determine the critical temperature of two-dimensional ferro-
magnetic Ising models, as developed in chapter 2, is applied in chapter 4 to a 
problem that arises in the context of crystal growth theory. The morphologi-
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cal importance of F-slices for realistic crystals like garnet and paraffin is de-
termined and confronted with morphological data and results from other meth-
ods. From this it is concluded that the present method to determine the most 
dominant growth directions has advantages over other methods, especially in 
those cases where the F-slices are anisotropic. 
In the second part of the thesis the Ising model is no longer studied on a 
t-wo dimensional planar lattice but on simple hypercubic lattices with dimen-
sions varying upto d=4. Central are the questions how in a real space renor-
malization group approach the cross-over to classical behaviour takes place at 
a critical dimension d and how critical indices behave as a function of dimen-
sionality . 
In chapter 5 this is studied in more detail with the use of the cumulant 
method. By introducing the concept of vacancies a fixed point structure is 
obtained that is capable to describe the cross-over to classical behaviour as 
arising from the merging of two fixed points. In this way contact is made 
between the real space and the momentum space renormali zation method where 
this mechanism is a well known result of the e -expans ion . The indices found 
are an improvement over those obtained by the same method applied to the Is-
ing model without vacancies. 
In chapter 6 the same question is studied with the Kadanoff variational re-
normalization group method, applied to an Ising model with vacancies. It has 
the advantage over the cumulant method that all free parameters are set by a 
variational method, while the accuracy of the critical exponents is known to 
be surprisingly good. Up to a cross-over dimension d~3.4 both an optimal 
critical and tricritical fixed point are located with critical indices that agree 
well with other data. At d=3.4 boih fixed points merge, representing in this 
way the cross-over to classical behaviour. At d>3.4 indications are found 
that the two points do not annihilate but form a "marginal" pair that de-




This chapter serves as an introduction to some theories that have contributed 
to the understanding of phase transitions. The Ising model, which plays a 
central role in this thesis, is introduced in more detail. 
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Phase transitions take place in many different systems, ranging from mag-
netics and gas-liquid systems to quantum fluids. Although the context in 
which these transitions take place may be quite different, they show a lot of 
common aspects that have motivated the study of phase transitions for a long 
time. One such a feature common for all systems is that they are built from 
many interacting particles. As the macroscopic behaviour of the system as a 
whole depends on the types and strengths of the interactions between these 
(microscopic) building-blocks there are regions in the coupling space where 
the macroscopic behaviour is quite different. By changing some external pa-
rameter, like temperature or pressure, the boundary between these different 
regions can be crossed, resulting in a phase transition: a disordered phase 
changes into two or more coexisting phases with usually a higher order. As 
in general the ordered phases have a lower symmetry than the original disor-
dered one, this is accompanied by a spontaneous breaking of symmetry. To 
distinguish between the different phases an orderparameter is defined, chosen 
in such a way that it takes the value zero in the disordered (high tempera-
ture) region whereas it has non-zero values in the various ordered phases. 
The nature of the orderparameter, which plays an important role in the de-
termination of the critical behaviour, depends on the type of symmetry that is 
broken. It can have the form of a scalar, like the density in a gas-liquid 
system, a vector, e.g. in isotropic magnetical systems and quantum fluids, or 
a tensor, as is the case in liquid crystals. 
Experiments show that the similarity in behaviour for different systems is 
not only qualitative. The detailed way in which the magnetization of 
CuKjCl.^HjO changes around the Curie-temperature is for instance much the 
same as the density-changes in liquid CO«, just before it becomes gaseous. 
Two general ways in which the phase transitions occur can be distinguished, 
characterized by the behaviour of the order parameter. First it is possible 
that at the transition point the order parameter changes discontinuously. 
The transition is called first order then, connected with the fact that it is a 
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first order derivative of the free energy that is discontinuous (1). In eg. 
melting, where the density of atoms changes discontinuously, or in transitions 
between ordered phases this situation is met. In the other case, where a so 
called continuous transition takes place, the order parameter changes continu­
ously to a zero value as ΤίΤ , while the different phases become almost equal 
on approach of the transition point. Simultaneously large fluctuations take 
place and the higher order derivatives of the free energy related to these 
fluctuations, like specific heat or susceptibility, diverge. 
On a microscopic level the large fluctuations can be illustrated by drawing 
regions with different ordening (see Fig . l ) : for temperatures just above the 
transition- (or critical-)temperature Τ ordered regions appear locally al­
though the system as a whole is disordered. The mean extension of these re­
gions, measured with the correlation length ζ, is a function of temperature. 
For continuous transitions the fluctuations become completely dominant as 
Т*! 1 and the correlation length ξ diverges. Precisely at the critical point it 
becomes infinite. For T<T the stable phase is ordered and the correlation 
length again takes finite values. 
Further examinations show that close to the critical point the divergence of 
the fluctuations and the behaviour of the order parameter and higher deriva­
tives of the free energy can be described by algebraic power laws. For in­
stance just below Τ the order parameter rises proportionately to (Τ -Τ) , 
while just above Τ the specific heat is proportional to (T-T ) a , the correla-
Figure 1: 
Fluctuations in a magneticcu system for 
a temperature slightly above Τ . 
Black area's represent regions with spin 
up, •white area's with spin down. 
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tion length ζ to (Τ-Τ ) ν and the susceptibility, in the magnetic case, to 
(T-T ) . The exponents involved, like α,β,У and υ are called critical expo­
nents. From earlier studies it appeared that their values are independent of 
the details of the (short range) interaction, but only depend on the nature of 
the order parameter and on the dimensionality of the system. Because of this 
universality the exponents are characteristic for different types of phase 
transitions. Furthermore it was concluded that not all exponents are inde­
pendent but that a set of scaling relations, like eg. 
α + 2 0 + ϊ = 2 (Rushbrooke) 
holds between them. 
Before these facts were understood in a better way a long history took 
place. The first systematic experiments on phase transitions were carried out 
around 1850 and concentrated mainly on the liquid-gas transition. It lasted 
till the end of that century before one was able to describe different phases 
in a single theory. Johannes van der Waals (Nobelprice 1910) succeeded in 
1873 in the formulation of an equation of state, showing a phase tran­
sition (2). To manage this he considered the atoms no longer as point masses 
but corrected for their volume and interactions. Furthermore he discovered 
the possibility to describe the isotherms of different gasses with one universal 
equation, by taking the right reduced variables. From this he formulated the 
law of corresponding states and determined a single set of critical exponents 
(nowadays known as the classical exponents) :a=0, 15=1/2, У=1, v=l/2. It was 
the first step to the description of an universal critical behaviour, though in 
fact it reduced reality too much, as was already noted by Verschaf felt (3). 
At the beginning of this century one also became interested in phase tran­
sitions in magnetical systems. Pierre Curie and others carried out experi­
ments that confirmed the ideas of an universal behaviour around the 
transition point still further. Also some theories on magnetism and phase 
transitions were formulated, treating the system either on macroscopic or on 
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microscopic level. A rather succesfull approach, showing resemblance with a 
hydrodynamic theory, was suggested in 1937 by the Russian physicist Lev 
Landau (4) (Nobelprice 1962). Like in hydrodynamics, where a density func­
tion p(r) is used, he defined a "coarse grained" magnetical density M(r) as 
the mean magnetization in a region around each point _r and noted that the 
free energy was just a functional of this magnetic density. As M(r) is de­
fined for all points r_ in space, microscopic details like atomic structure or 
lattice type are no longer considered explicitly. They appear only through 
the specific choice of the free energy expression. By using a simple minimal-
ization procedure the equilibrium magnetization and the free energy are ob­
tained then, though the fluctuations around these minima were neglected. In 
this way the theory of phase transitions was formulated in a broader frame­
work, though results were qualitatively comparable with those of van der 
Waals and the classical exponents were found. 
One of the by now best known microscopic models, the Ising model, was 
suggested in 1925 by Wilhelm Lenz to one of his students, Ernst Ising (5). 
In this model, which plays a central role in this thesis, all atoms are treated 
as if they are little magnets (or spins σ) on a lattice (see Fig.2) with just 
two possible orientations, either up (σ=1) or down (σ=-1), and a mutual inter­
action of ferromagnetic type that favours alignment of the spins. One of the 
charming features of this model is that it has much wider applications. It can 
for instance also serve to describe adsorbtion on a substrate (with either an 
atom adsorbed or not) or an alloy like brass, where each site is occupied by 
^ 
y r ì " ' ί'- Figure 2: 
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either a zinc or a copper atom. Using combinatorial techniques Ernst Ising 
investigated the one-dimensional model (6), which shows no phase-transition 
at finite temperatures, and concluded that for higher dimensions the model 
was not very promising. Interest for the model then diminished untili Werner 
Heisenberg (Nobelprice 1932) investigated the related but more complicated 
Heisenberg-model (7) and Lars Onsager (Nobelprice 1968) managed, in 1944, 
to solve the two-dimensional model without external field exactly on a square 
lattice (8). This was a great achievement because now Landau's approach 
could be compared not only with experiment but also with exact results. As 
the Ising critical exponents turned out to be non classical, it became clear 
that even for an approximate description of critical phenomena a new theory 
was needed that goes beyond the known classical theories. 
Theoretical efforts then grew in two different directions, both represented in 
this thesis. 
First one became fascinated by Onsager's solution and tried to adapt it for 
different situations or models. In this way Ising models in three dimensions 
or with an external field were tackled. But as these attemps were not suc-
cessful, approximate techniques, like low or high temperature serie-expan-
sions, were developed to estimate some of the physical properties. Exact re-
sults were obtained for other types of two dimensional lattices, like the 
triangular and the hexagonal one (9) and for related models like the Potts 
model (10) or the eight vertex model (11). For the study of new physical 
phenomena, like spin-glasses or modulated systems, more complicated models, 
like Ising models on general periodic lattices or "frustrated" models having 
both ferro- and anti-ferromagnetic bonds, became of interest. However as 
full solutions ( i .e . an exact calculation of the partitionsum) became scarce 
goals got less ambitious motivating the search for partial solutions. Several 
methods were developed for instance to determine the location of the 
transition point of Ising models. One of them, applying to general planar lat-
tices, is presented in the first part of this thesis. It is based on recursion 
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relations between some special (so-called spinor) operators, which are in fact 
related to the free-fermion operators, known from the transfermatrix-solution 
of the Ising model. As a great advantage with respect to other methods, like 
the transfer matrix-(12,13) or the Pfaf fian-method (14), this approach avoids 
the calculation of a full solution, resulting in a more direct procedure when 
only the phase diagram is needed. With this method the effect of diluted 
frustration (i .e. the presence of both ferromagnetic bonds, favouring spin 
alignment, and anti-ferromagnetic bonds, favouring opposite spin-states, that 
can not be satisfied simultaneously) in simple Ising models is studied in more 
detail in chapter 3, in particular in those cases that give rise to modulated 
phases. Furthermore, as will be illustrated in chapter 4, the method has a 
direct application in crystal-growth studies, to predict the morphological im­
portance of growth directions. 
The second direction of theoretical effort, after Onsager's solution, con­
centrated on the fact that for lower dimensionalities all classical theories, with 
Landau's theory as a typical example, show discrepancies with results from 
experiments or from exact solutions and that only above a critical dimension 
d (which is four in the case of the Ising model) they are correct. As these 
differences find their origin in the fact that fluctuations in the order parame­
ter are not treated in the right way, other methods were developed, curing 
this omission. An important representative of these methods (in fact a pre­
cursor of to the renormalization method) was suggested by Leo Kadanoff in 
1966 (15). On intuitive grounds he argued that the critical behaviour will 
not be altered substantially if a block of lattice spins is treated as if it was a 
Figure 3: 
The essential step in a renormalization 
treatment: blocks of spins are taken 
together and treated as a new spin. 
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single new spin (see Fig.3 and the illustration on the cover). In this proces 
only the interaction strength changes but not its general form. As the new 
spins lie further apart the effective interaction distance between spins has in­
creased. By ren ormali za ti on of the length scale it is possible then to map the 
new system onto the original one and to define a transformation τ between the 
couplings before and after the renormalization step. As, for a good descrip­
tion around criticality, the renormalization step has to be carried out several 
times all length scales pass in revue, so the description is more complete as 
in the case of Landau. The study of the phase transition is then shifted to a 
study of the properties of the transformation τ itself. This relation between 
the properties of τ and the critical behaviour bears some analogy with the 
situation in classical mechanics where a particle moves with some friction un­
der the influence of an external potential and one is interested in its final 
position (see Fig.4). In that case τ can be identified as the transformation 
of the particle from a certain position to the location just one second later. 
For the final position it is then no longer needed to solve the whole equation 
of motion, but it is sufficient to find out the fixed points of τ (like X
a
»Xv. or 
X ) , where the particle stays for ever. In this analogy it turns out that the 
critical exponents are related to the time needed to reach the fixed point. 
This time is mainly determined by the potential near these fixed points, 
whereas the detailed shape of the potential far away from these points is less 
relevant. In this way universality in critical behaviour can be interpreted: 
quite different systems may have different initial interactions but it depends 
on the nature of these differences wether they are relevant, giving rise to a 
stream towards distinct fixed points with different critical behaviour, or irrel­
evant, leading to the same fixed points with analogous critical behaviour. 
Figure 4: 
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Kadanoff was able to show that the singular structure that follows from the 
invariance of the free energy under such a transformation necessarily satis­
fies Ben Widom's homogeneity assumption (16) from which the observed scaling 
laws between the critical exponents could be derived. However at that time 
successful calculational methods were not yet available so, because no numeri­
cal predictions could be made, the importance of his contribution then resides 
in the fact that the general laws governing critical behaviour were explained. 
The first actual renormalization calculations leading to concrete transforma­
tions τ were carried out in 1971 by 1982'Nobelprice-winner Kenneth Wil­
son (17,18) employing diagram techniques known from field theory. His cal­
culations were performed in Fourier-space treating the Landau-Wilson 
Hamiltonian as an effective Hamiltonian for a system in which fluctuations upto 
a lengthscale L are already removed. In this way he considered the remain­
ing fluctuations in the order parameter correctly, in contrast with Landau 
who neglects their contribution. As actual calculations of critical exponents 
were possible then, the ideas that there exist universality-classes for critical 
behaviour, depending only on a small number of properties like the dimen­
sionality of the system or of the order parameter, were confirmed. In addi­
tion he found that the exponents for an ordinary critical point are classical 
only when the dimension of the system is larger than four. The values of 
the non-classical exponents, valid for smaller dimensions, were obtained in 
the form of an expansion around d=4. 
Some years later Hans van Leeuwen (19) succeeded to perform renormaliza­
tion calculations more directly, using a concrete transformation on a lattice in 
real space. In this way it was directly related to Kadanoff's intuitive ideas 
(Fig.3) and well suited for dimensionalities below d=4. By combining this 
method with a variational approach (20) a great improvement in accuracy of 
the results was obtained, as the errors made by approximations could be min­
imized. In this way accurate critical exponents were obtained for several 
models, showing once more discrepancies with the classical values. As these 
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differences decrease a t mcreasing· dimensionality a cross-over to the classical 
r e s u l t s is expected like in Wilson's a p p r o a c h . How this cross-over to classical 
(Landau) behaviour takes place in the real space renormalization is s tudied in 
the second p a r t of th is thes is for an Ising-model on a hypercubic lattice with 
vary ing dimensions. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Spinor Opera tors 
and 
the Critical Point of Ising Models on Planar Lattices 
In this chapter an exact set of recursion relations for spinar correlation func-
tions is derived. They are usefull to calculate the critical temperature of the 
Ising model and to estimate the critical temperature of the more general q-
state Potts model both on periodic planar lattices. For several situations this 
•will be illustrated. In the case of the homogeneous Ising model on a square 
lattice the spinar correlation functions are solved from these recursion rela-
tions in terms of the lattice Green function, confirming the connection 
between the Ising model and the free field theory. 
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2.1 Introduction 
About a decade ago Kadanoff and Ceva (1) investigated the operator alge­
bra for the Ising model and stressed the fact that in a complete description 
one should not only consider products of the usual Ising-spin operators σ , 
but also allow "disorder operators" μ • to occur in the product. As explained 
in (1) this operator μ • is located on the dual lattice and may be seen as the 
endpoint of a Bloch wall, i .e. a magnetic dislocation. It has the property 
that <μ„ι>ίί0 in the disordered region, above Τ , while <μ„.>=0 below Τ . 
Operators which are in particular interesting are the spinor operators: 
a^o μ ι. They are defined on the two-dimensional Ising lattice and can be re­
lated to the (one dimensional) fermion operators which diagonalize the transfer 
matrix after the Jordan-Wigner transformation. It is therefore no surprise 
that simple relations exist for the correlation functions ё
п
(.г) 0f these opera­
tors. They will be derived in section 2.2 . The advantage of the spinor op­
erators as defined by Kadanoff and Ceva is that these relations can be di­
rectly obtained on the two-dimensional lattice without use of the transfer 
matrix. This renders, as will be shown in the next section, a transparant 
procedure which is especially suited for the treatment of inhomogeneous lattic­
es. 
In the case of a ferromagnetic critical point the relations reduce to an ex­
act asymtotic relation between a finite number of spinor correlation functions 
g . This relation takes in general the form: 




where the matrix A depends on the couplings {J} of the Ising model that 
one consideres. In order to have a non-trivial solution it is required that 
the matrix A should possess an eigenvalue λ=1, which leads to an equation for 
the couplings {J} that determines exactly the critical surface of the model un­
der consideration. In section 2.3 this will be illustrated for the homogeneous 
Ising model with couplings J and J . 
А У 
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In the homogeneous case the spinor correlation functions can be solved 
exactly at the critical point as will be shown in section 2.4 . It turns out 
that these functions are related in a simple way with the lattice Green func­
tion. This result, which is valid for all distances and directions, matches the 
asymtotic result of Kadanoff and Ceva (1) who calculated these spinor corre­
lation functions at large distances along a line. The present result once more 
points to the relation (2,3) between two dimensional lattice models, like the 
Ising model, and the Gaussian model since in the latter model all correlation 
functions are naturally expressed (4) in terms of the lattice Green function. 
In section 2.5 to 2.7 the method to determine the critical surface is applied 
to non-isotropic Ising models on triangular and hexagonal lattices and to gen­
eral (M,P)-periodic Ising models. Although in principle this surface can be 
located from an exact solution via other methods like the ones using transfer 
matrices (5,6) or Pfaffians (7), the present method has the advantage that it 
only aims at a calculation of the critical temperature, so a full solution of the 
model ( i .e . the calculation of the free energy) is not needed. Applications of 
the method to practical situations, where this is an essential benefit, are 
postponed to chapters 3 and 4. In the appendix it is shown that the disor­
der operator is in fact the dual conjugate of an Ising spin-operator. 




To recall the definition (1) of a spinor operator the so-called disorder 
operator μ , which is located on the dual lattice has to be introduced first. 
It may be seen as the source of a Bloch wall that runs from the site r^ along 
the dual lattice to infinity, reversing all bonds intersected by it. In this 
way a line defect is created that may be associated with the notion of edge-
free energy, as is explained in more detail in Chapter 4. Under duality a 
disorder operator and an order (or spin-) operator are connected. In fact 
they transform into each other, as is shown in the appendix. 
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The spinor opera tor a ( r ) then is defined as the p r o d u c t of a spin 
o p e r a t o r σ and one of t h e d i sorder opera tors ν , at dual s i tes _r' adjacent to 
£ . The spinor correlation functions t h a t will be used a r e defined accordingly 
H, 
g n ( £ ) = < a l<2> a n ^ > = Ζ Σ 00ar e 
{σ} ~ " 
(2.1) 
Here Ζ denotes t h e par t i t ion sum of the Is ing model with Hamiltonian: 
-BH = Η = i J f r l c o - + J (r)a о -μ
 x
v
—' r r+e У — r r+e 
( 2 . 2 ) 
and H K ( n = l , . . 4 ) r e p r e s e n t s the Hamiltonian that r e s u l t s from Η by r e v e r s -
n 
ing all couplings that a re in ter sected by the Bloch wall К (see F i g . l ) . It is 
important to notice t h a t the correlation function g n ( £ ) only depends on the 
location of the endpoints of the Bloch wall К and not on i ts s h a p e , which 
can be freely changed by a Mattis transfomation. Only when К is deformed 
t h r o u g h the spin σ 0 or σ a change in sign is picked u p ; this implies in par­
t icular t h a t a ( r ) t ransforms as a s p i n o r : it c h a n g e s s ign u n d e r a full rota­
tion ( 1 ) . 
The recurs ion relat ions for g
n
(>*) follow di rect ly from this p r o p e r t y . Con­
s ider e . g . ёЛг) ( F i g . l ) ; the p a t h K^ may be deformed into Kj+K at the cost 
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Definition of spinor correlation functions 
σ ( r ) . The spinor operators a (r) are 
indicated by arrows, the Bloch walls K_ 
* η 
by broken l ines . Spinor operators 
a . ( r ) and Oofr) are transformed via 




к 2 + к 
S^r) =~£~ Σ ο0σ^ e ( 2 . 3 ) 
{σ} 
The effect on the segment К of the path is to reverse only one coupling 
namely Jx(£) and one has: 
HK2+K -2JxteKar+èx + H K 2 
e = e 
HK K2 
= ( c o s h ( 2 J x ( r ) ) - smh(2J ( г ) ) aror+-e ) e (2.4) 
I n s e r t i n g this into (2.3) then g ives : 
- c o s h ( 2 J
x
( r ) ) H K s i n h ( 2 J x ( r ) ) H K 
& ! ( £ ) = ζ Σ o 0 a r e + Ζ Z аОаг+'е
х
е
 ( 2 · 5 > 
ίσ) (ο) 
According to the definition of the spinor operator (2.1) this may be writen 
as: 
g ^ r ) = -cosh(2J
x
(r)) g 2(r) + sinh(2Jx(r)) g3lr*êx) (2.6) 
In the same way it is possible to generate one more relation involving the 
bond J^ir"). This relation is found using the same procedure but now the spi-
nor operator a2(r) is expressed in terms of a,(r) and &ЛГ+^
Х
) which leads 
to: 
g 2 (r) = -cosh(2Jx(r)) Ві(г) * smh(2J x(r)) g4(r+êx) (2.7) 
These relations may be used to relate the correlation functions gi(£.) and 
ggi»") with the same correlation functions evaluated at the next vertical layer 
in the lattice. To do so Eq.(2.6) and (2.7) are rewriten such that g, and g, 
are expressed in terms of g3 and g^ in the next layer: 
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g 2 ( r ) = cosh(2J x (r)) g3(r+èx) - s inh(2Jx(r)) ε 4 ( Γ + έ χ ) (2.8.b) 
Here J^í»") denotes the dual coupling· defined by: 
e -2 J x ( r ) = t a n h J ^ ^ J ^ 2 ι 9 ) 
The next step is to expres the correlation functions g 3 and g. again into g. 
and g, · This may be done by use of the correlation function identities that 







)) &2(І+^х) + sinh(2Jy(£+^x"%)) Sl(L+~ex~"ey) 
(2.10.a) 
(2.10.b) 
Notice the change in sign that results from the spinor character of the opera-
tors. Inserting (2.10) into (2.8) yield the final recursion relations: 
slW = " ^xiOSyir+ê^-êy) gi(.!:+ex-ey) - Sx(i :)Cy(r+êx-êy) g2(r+'ex) 
+
 ^ x
( î : ) C y ( - + ^ ) el{-*'ex) + ^x ( r ) S y ( - + " e x ) g 2 ( ^ + ^ x + S ) 
(2.11.a) 












(г+гж-е у) е2(і:+ея) 
- s
x






where S ( r ) ,C (r) and S (r) ,C (r) stand for the sinh and cosh of 2J (r) 
X — X —^ y — y — Χ — 
respectively 2J ( r ) . 
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2.3 Determination of the critical point of the two dimensional homogeneous Is-
ing model with the use of the recursion relations between &_(»") 
In general the equations (2.11) constitute relations between correlation 
functions in different vertical layers. (By elimination of g 2 and g 3 , instead of 
g 3 and g. in (2.8) one would obtain relations between different horizontal 
layers.) However at the critical point where the correlation functions decay 






(x ,y) = e 
14xx (3.1) 
where (x,y) are the coordinates of r on the lattice. 




( o , y i ) = e ХУ g
n
( 0 ) y ) ( 3 . 2 ) 
In general, as wil be studied in Chapter 3, the phase factors e1(^xxx and 
e
ic
*xy are non-trivial, but if the ground state is ferromagnetic they reduce 
to 1 and Eq.(3.1) becomes: 
g
n
(x»y) = g n as χ ( 3 . 3 ) 
(The value of the exponent л=1 can be obtained from the recursion relations 
(2.11), as is shown in the next section.) Inserting (3.3) into (2.11.a) and 
(2.11.b) leads, in the limit as χ-*- to the equations: 
cosh(2J y -2J x ) 
s inh(2J y -2J x ) 
s inh(2J y -2J x ) j 
cosh(2J -2J )I 
У
 x 
( 3 . 4 ) 
The critical point is now obtained by demanding that this equation has a non-
trivial solution, which means that the matrix should have an eigenvalue λ=1. 
This is only the case when: 
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J y = J x (3.5) 
which is the usual equation for the critical point of the Is ing model, familiar 
from dual i ty ( 8 ) . The dual coupling J is defined in ( 2 . 9 ) . 
Notice however t h a t , in c o n t r a s t with the derivation t h a t u s e s the duality 
t ransformation, no assumption about the u n i q u e n e s s of the crit ical temperature 
was made as the critical point is obtained t h r o u g h the in t r ins ic p r o p e r t y that 
correlat ion functions decay algebraical ly. It is th is feature which enables also 
the predict ion of the critical point for layered Is ing models on p lanar lat t ices, 
where in principle many different couplings can be p r e s e n t . This will be 
done in sections 2.5 to 2.7 . 
2.4 Exact solution of the spinor correlation function at t h e critical point of 
the homogeneous Is ing model 
In the case of the homogeneous Is ing model equation (2.11) can be writ ten 
more compactly a s : 
+ 
D 1 & 1 ( Γ ) = D 2 g 2 ( r ) (4 .1 .a) 
+ 
D l ^(.Ц) = D2 е 1 ( ^ ( 4 . 1 . b ) 
+ 
where the operators DT „ a r e defined b y : 
D, = 1 - С С бл + S S δ- « . D 0 = С S δ- - - S С δ- (4.2) 
1 x У е
х















Here 6 denotes the t ranslat ion opera tor : 
«g e(r) = ff(r+a) (4.3) 
and S , С and S , С s t a n d for the s inh and the cosh of 2J respectively 
23 . Since in the homogeneous case the parameters a p p e a r i n g in the opera­
t e -
tors D, „ do not depend on _r, the operators commute and one arrives at a 
single equation for g, (or go)· 
+ - + + + + + -
D l D l * ΐ Φ = D l D2 S2Ìr) = D2 D l fyW = D2 D2 ^ i W ( 4 · 4 ) 
Working out the operator products in (4.4) then leads to the relation: 
g 1 ( r ) - 2 C x C y g 1 ( r ^ ) + \ S y g 1 ( r 4 ; ! c + ê y ) + i x S y g 1 ( r + ê ; e - ê y ) + g 1 ( r + 2 ê a : ) = 0 
(4.5) 
which can be written as: 
gX X(r) + S x S y g y y ( r ) + 2(1 + S x S y - C x C y )g( r ) = 0 (4.6) 
where g x x and g y y denote the discrete analogues of the second derivative 
with respect to respectively the x- and y-direction. It is a rescaled version 
of the discrete Klein-Gordon equation with a mass given by: 
m2 = 2(1 • S x S y - CxCy) (4.7) 
/** 
Notice that the Klein-Gordon equation becomes massless for S =S , i .e. at the 
χ y 







2 / ( 1 + S y ) (4.8) 
which implies that the correlation length ξ=ιη diverges with the well known 
Ising value for the exponent v=l. Notice that the rather innocent invariance 
property (2.3) on which the recursion relations are based suffices to bring 
out the well known fact that the spinor (or fermion) correlation functions sat­
isfy free field equations. The usual derivation however is more involved and 
relies on the commutation properties of these operators with the 
transíermatrix (9). 
In order to solve the equation for the spinor correlation functions appro-
priate boundary conditions should be taken into account. As an illustration 
of this point the case of the isotropic Ising model at the critical point is con-
sidered. In that case Eq.(4.6) reduces to the discrete Laplace equation 
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Δ Si ¿iL) = О (4.9) 
The region where it applies is determined by the convention that is adopted 
for the choice of t h e Bloch walls. For the correlation function g, one can 
follow without t rouble the convention implied in F i g . l in the whole domain 
x>y. At the b o u n d a r y of this domain, i . e . the line x=y, the value of g . is 
determined by symmetry: u n d e r reflection t h e correlat ion function g . f x . x ) 
with a Bloch wall to the left of the line x=y transforms into the same correla­
tion function with a Bloch wall to the r i g h t of this l ine. Since s u b s e q u e n t 
deformation of the Bloch wall into the original one g e n e r a t e s a minus sign one 
concludes g j ( x , x ) = 0 (x^O). At the origin g*(0,0) = l, a s both spinor opera­
t o r s coincide and reduce to the identi ty opera tor 1. 
The Laplace problem can then be solved in terms of the lattice Green func­
tion: 
2i7 2π 
G ( r ) = J I dk dk e l k x x + l k y y - 1 (4.10) 
0 0 2-й TU 2cos к + 2cos к - 4 
X У 
which is the well known (10) solution of the d i scre te Laplace equation 
G x x ( r ) + G ^ i r ) = 6
Г і 0 (4.11) 
In the domain x>y this re su l t s in the solution: 
M D = 6r,0 + G ( r + ^ ) - G ( r - ^ ) + с(Г-еу) - G(r4 y) (4.12) 
which clearly satisfies the b o u n d a r y condit ion. It also satisfies the Laplace 
equation since the terms that arise from the differentiation of the Kronecker 
delta δ 0 a re canceled in the domain in quest ion by the Kronecker delta 's 
that ar i se from the application of the Laplace opera tor to the Green funct ions. 
A solution in t h e o ther half plane is now simply found by an analytic continu­
ation of ( 4 . 1 2 ) . I t c o r r e s p o n d s to a p a r t i c u l a r convention (which is not nec­
essari ly the most n a t u r a l one) for the choice of the Bloch walls. 
Asymtotically (4.12) becomes: 
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g 1 (r) = 2 3G(r) - 2 aG(r) (4.13) 
эх ay 
which yields, with G(r)=ln(r)/2n +c : 
/2 sin(3-iT/4) 
g^r) = (4.14) 
π г 
This matches the asymtotic result of Kadanoff and Ceva (1) who find: 
5Іп(2еЗ-тт/4) 
Si ω = A ( 4 · 1 5 ) 
r
2x 
where the critical indices of the spinor operators are given by an anomalous 
dimension x=l/2 and an angular index £=1/2 reflecting the spinor character of 
the operator. 
The other spinor correlation functions can be obtained in a similar way. 
For example the function gni^) has as natural domain where Ag2=0 the region 
y<0 excluding the origin. At the boundary of this domain the correlation 
function is again determined by symmetry. In this case both symmetry under 
reflection and under duality are to be used. The latter implies (1,3) that 
<A1(0) a2(r)> = - <аз(0) a4(r-êy)> (4.16) 
where the minus sign arises as the Bloch wall is deformed to the standard 
choice. Using reflection symmetry in the vertical axis one finds: 
03(0) a4(r-ê;y)> = <&1(0) a2(r+êy)> (4.17) 
which leads in combination with (4.16) to: 




g2(0) = -MO)v(èx)> = -<e - e y > = <cosh(2J)+ σ 0σ έ sinh(2J)> (4.19) 
where the minus sign arises from the choice of the Bloch walls. As under 
duality also <ν(0)μ(β )>=<a(0)o(e )> (see the Appendix) Eq.(4.19) reduces, 
at the critical point, to g j C ) 3 - ^ . The solution of the Laplace problem for 
g, is now obtained as: 
g 2 ( r ) = 2/2(G(r) - G(r-ê y ) ) (4.20) 
where the fact that G(-ê )=l/4 is used (10). Asymtotically this leads to: 
^2 (r) =
 / 2 s i n
^ ) (4.21) 
which is precisely the result for gAr) rotated over тг/4. Since the operator 
aj is "orthogonal" to the operator a, (see Fig. l) this result illustrates the 
spinor character of these operators. 
2.5 Determination of the critical point of the Ising model on triangular and 
hexagonal lattices 
In this section the method, described in section 2.2, will be applied to 
(ferromagnetic) non isotropic Ising models on triangular and hexagonal lattice-
structures, in order to illustrate once more its ease in determining critical 
surfaces. Although these lattices may also be considered as special cases of 
(M,P)-perio(üc Ising models, to be treated in the next section, a different la-
beling of the spinor operators is choosen here, which takes more advantage of 
the special symmetry of these models. 
For the triangular lattice this is done with the help of Fig.2a: The 
couplings around an elementary triangle are of different strength but are 
choosen the same for similar bonds in different triangles. The disorder opera-
tors μ are defined on the dual lattice, with the standard choice of Bloch walls 
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as indicated. It is easy to verify t h a t the correlat ion function of two d i sorder 
o p e r a t o r s ν is p a t h - i n d e p e n d e n t . Only thei r re lat ive posit ions m a t t e r s . Around 
each latt ice point spinor opera tors &
η
( Γ ) = σ
Γ
ν
 c a n b e d e f i n e d toge ther with 
six correlat ion functions 
s
n(-) = <ап(Г ) al(£)>K (5.1) 
In each spinor operator a n ( r ) spin and d isorder opera tor a re nea res t ne ighb-
our , 3 , (0) is located far to the left and the average is taken with respec t to 
the Bloch wall К . Changing the Bloch wall h a s influence on t h e averages and 
leads to relations between different g
n
( ^ ) : addition of one element К to a giv­






 = (cosh(2J) - o
r
o
r + £ s i n h ( 2 J ) ) e K n ( 5 . 2 ) 






 = (cosh(2J) + o
r
, a
r + - s i n h ( 2 J ) ) e K n ( 5 . 3 ) 
where the element К crosses the bond of s t r e n g t h J between σ and σ - . 
0
 г г+е 
к^ 
Figure 2a: 
The six different spinor operators 
a (r) around one lattice point r_, 
•with the standard choise of Bloch 
•walls K_ on the dual lattice, as 
η 
used for the triangular lattice 
Figure 2b: 
Correlation functions that are 
related via deformation of the 
Bloch -wall through couplings 
Jj, J2, Jо in the case of the 
triangular lattice 
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Applying· this to correlation functions around couplings J i t Jo a n d J3 leads to 
the following pairs of relations (for notations see Fig.2b): 
g2(r)= -cosh(2J1)g3(r) + sinh(2J1)g5(r+ê i) (5.4.a) 
g3(r)= -cosh(2J1)g2(r) + sinh(2J1)g6(r+ê J) (5.4.b) 
g1(r)= cosh(2J2)g2(r) + sinh(2J2)g4(r+ê2) (5.5.a) 
g2(r)= cosh(2J2)g1(r) - sinh(2J2)g5(r+ê2) (5.5.b) 
ggir)^ cosh(2J3)g4(r) - s inh (2J 3 )g 6 ( r4 3 ) (5.6.a) 
g4(r)= cosh(2J3)g3(r) + sinh(2J3)g1(r+ê3) (5.6.b) 
where the Bloch walls are deformed to the standard choice, which in some 
cases leads to a change of sign. 
In the case of ferromagnetic couplings one can assume, like in section 2.3, 
that at the critical point: 
gn(xe1+ye2) = g n / xn as χ - - (5.7) 
It is allowed then to replace the correlation functions g
n
(£) by their ampli­
tudes g . Elimination of the terms on the left hand side of (5.4)-(5.6) leads 
to the following set of equations: 
(s inh(2J 1 )+sinh(2J 2 ))g 2 + cosh(2J 2 )g 4 - cosh(2J 1 )g 6 = 0 (5.8.a) 
cosh(2J 2 )g 2 + (sinh(2J 2 )+sinh(2J 3 ))g 4 - cosh(2J 3 )g 6 = 0 (5.8.b) 
cosh(2J 1 )g 2 + cosh(2J 3 )g 4 - (s inh(2J 1 )+sinh(2J 3 ))g 6 = 0 (5.8.c) 
(sinh(2J 1 )+sinh(2J 2 ))g 5 - cosh(2J 2 )g 1 - cosh(2J 1 )g 3 = 0 (5.9.a) 
cosh(2J 2 )g 5 - (s inh(2J 2 )+sinh(2J 3 ))g 1 - cosh(2J 3 )g 3 = 0 (5.9.b) 
cosh(2J 1 )g 5 - cosh(2J 3 )g 1 - (s inh(2J 1 )+sinh(2J 3 ))g 3 = 0 (5.9.c) 
where equations in g 2 ,g 4 ,gg and g 1 ,g 3 ,gc are separated. (Note that by the 
operation R that transforms couplings J I ^ J T ^o^l a n ^ amplitudes 
g-^gg^i-Jgg-^g-^gc^gg-'g-i all equations can be generated from (5.8.a).) 
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Determination of the critical surface now follows from the requirement of a 
non- t r iv ia l solution of Eqs . ( 5 . 8 ) - ( 5 . 9 ) , which r e d u c e s , by symmetry, to a 
non- t r iv ia l solution of ( 5 . 8 ) . In this way one f inds : 
s inh2J 1 + sinh2J2 + s inh2J 3 - s i n ï ^ J . s i n h ^ J j S i n l ^ J , - cosh2JjCosh2J2cosh2J. l=0 
(5.10) 
which gives the critical tempera ture of an Is ing system on a t r iangular lattice 
and is completely equivalent to Houtappels ' r esu l t (11) . 
The solution in the isotropic case gives s i n h ( 2 J ) = l / / 3 , which reduces 
(5 .4 . a ) to : 
g3 = i / 3 g 2 + i g 5 (5.11) 
In this equation one recognizes the spinor transformation law, according to 
which one should h a v e : 
g 3 = cos φ/2 g 2 + sin 0/2 g 5 (5.12) 
with ф=тг/3 (see F i g . 2 a ) . A similar observation h o l d s , in the isotropic case , 
for the other relat ions ( 5 . 4 ) - ( 5 . 6 ) . 
As an hexagonal lattice is t h e dual of a t r iagonal la t t ice, the critical condi­
tion in those cases where couplings in d i s t inct d i rect ions a r e di f ferent, while 
all couplings in the same direction are equal (see Fig .3b) can be found from 
Figure 3a: 
The six different spinor operators 
a (r) around one dual lattice 
point £_, with the standard choise 
of Bloch walls К on the lattice, 
as used for the hexagonal lattice 
Figure 3b: 
Correlation functions that are 
related via deformation of the 
Bloch wall through couplings 
J j , J у, Jo in the case of the 
hexagonal lattice 
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(5.10) by applying duality. To derive the result directly by the present 
method it is convenient to define the spinor operators a (r)=ov around each 
dual lattice point (Fig.3a) and consider correlation functions g-i^) as defined 
in Eq(5.1) . Changing the Bloch wall К by one element К then leads to the 
following pairs of relations between correlation functions around couplings 
J J J J J and J 3 (for notations see Fig.3b): 
g2(r) = cosh(2J1)g6(r+ê i) + sinh(2J1)g5(r+e i) (5.13.a) 
g3(r) = cosh(2J1)g5(r+ê i) + sinh(2J1)g6(r+ê2) (5.13.b) 
£3(1) = cosh(2J2)g1(r+ê2) - sinh(2J2)ge(r+ê2) (5.14.a) 
g 4 ( r ) =-cosh(2J2)g6(r+ê2) + sinh(2J2)g1(r+ê2) (5.14.b) 
g 1 ( r ) =-eosh(2J3)g5(r+ê3) + sinh(2J3)g4(r+ê>3) (5.15.a) 
g 2 ( r ) = cosh(2J3)g4(£+ê3) - sinh(2J3)g5(r+ê3) (5.15.b) 
At criticallity, in the limit χ-·--, the correlation functions g
n
(£) can be re­
placed by their amplitudes g with the help of (5.7). Elimination of the 
terms on the l . h . s . of (5.13)-(5.15) leads to the following set of equations: 
cosh(2J 3 )g 1 - (s inh(2J 1 )+smh(2J 3 ))g 2 + c o s h ^ J ^ g g = 0 (5.16.a) 
cosh(2J 1 )g 2 - (s inh(2J 1 )+sinh(2J 2 ))g 3 + cosh(2J 2 )g 4 = 0 (5.16.b) 
cosh(2J 2 )g 3 - (s inh(2J 2 )+sinh(2J 3 ))g 4 + cosh(2J 3 )g 5 = 0 (5.16.c) 
cosh(2J 3 )g 4 - (s inh(2J 1 )+smh(2J 3 ))g 5 - cosh(2J 1 )g 6 = 0 (5.17.a) 
-cosh(2J 1 )g 5 - (sinh(2J 1)+sinh(2J 2))gg + cosh(2J 2 )g 1 = 0 (5.17.b) 
cosh(2J 2 )g 6 - (s inh(2J 2 )+sinh(2J 3 ))g 1 + cosh(2J 3 )g 2 = 0 (5.17.C) 
At criticallity a non-trivial solution for these equations is required which 
leads to: 
1 + cosh2JjCOsh2J2cosh2J3 = sinh2J.sinh2J2 + sinh2J 1sinh2J 3 + smh2J2sinh2J3 
(5.18) 
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This specifies the critical temperature of an Ising system on an hexagonal lat­
tice, in agreement with the well known result (11). 
In the case of equal couplings the solution sinh(2J)=v'3 is found, which again 
reduces (5.13)-(5.15) to equations that reflect the spinor character of the 
operators a . 
2.6 Application of the method to the (M,P)-periodic Ising model 
In this section a more general Ising system on a square lattice is consid­
ered, in which the 2MP nearest neighbour bonds within a block of 
(M+1)(P+1) spins may differ, but where these blocks are repeated periodically 
in χ and y direction (Fig.4). 
These models, which will be called (M,P)-periodic Ising models, have at-
trackted some attention recently, because they enable the introduction of com­
peting interactions and frustration, that are characteristic for spin-glass­
es (12). In this context some special cases with periodically distributed 
frustration will be considered in chapter 3. Furthermore, by putting appro­
priate couplings zero or infinity in the (M,P)-model critical temperatures for 
Ising models on other (periodic) lattice structures may be calculated. In 
chapter 4 this will be presented in more detail. In the context of crystal 
growth studies the critical temperature of an Ising model on realistic two di­
mensional lattices (so called F-slices) is determined there. From this the 








































Coupling distribution for the 
(3,2)-periodic Ising model, as an exam-
ple of the distribution in the general 
(Μ,Ρ)-periodic Ising model. 
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To calculate the critical point we concentrate again on the correlation 
functions g n (£ ) , a s defined in section 2.2 . On a square lattice they trans-
form for J (г)*0 according to (2.11), where the couplings J and J are po-
sition dependent. At the critical point these correlation functions decay alge­
braically, but now the amplitudes may differ for different points within an 
elementary block. To express the periodicity in the coupling distribution it 
is convenient to give the coordinates of £ on the lattice as (m+xM,p+yP), 
where (xM.yP) is the position of an elementary block on the lattice and (m,p) 




(m+xM lp+yP) = e l q x x x g n ( m ' p + y P ) as χ - - (6.1) 
(xM)71 
whereas periodicity in the y-direction implies: 
g
n
( m , p + ( y l ) P ) = e l q xy g
n
(in,p+yP) (6.2) 
Combination of (6.1) and (6.2) gives more compactly: 
η 
g (m+xM,p+yP) = e l q x x x + l q x y y g m , p as χ -» - (6.3) 
(χΜ) η 




x + l q
x y y is non trivial. However if all couplings (J) are ferromagnetic, 
the phase factor reduces to +1 and Eqs(2.11) reduce to: 
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+ c o s h ( 2 J m > k ) c o s h ( 2 J m > k ) g m + l i k + c o s h ( 2 J m j k ) s i n h ( 2 J m ) k ) g m + 1 ) k + 1 
( 6 . 4 . a ) 
g
m ( k = c o s h ( 2 J m > k ) s i n h ( 2 J I n ( k . 1 ) g m + 1 > k . 1 + c o s h ( 2 J m ) k ) c o s h ( 2 J m j k . 1 ) g m + l j k 
- s i n h ( 2 J
m ) k ) c o s h ( 2 J m ) k ) g m + 1 > k - s i n h ( 2 J m j k ) s i n h ( 2 J m ) k ) g m + 1 ( k + 1 
( 6 . 4 . b ) 
where the position dependence of the couplings is taken into account (see 
Fig . 4 for n o t a t i o n s ) . As the (M,P) -model is periodic in x- and y-direct ion 
η η 
g
m+M,p+P = s m , p ( 6 · 5 ) 
so the relat ions (6.4) form a closed express ion for the 2MP ampli tudes. To 
make th i s more t r a n s p a r e n t one can write, with t h e help of ( 6 . 4 ) , for ampli­
t u d e s in success ive vert ical layers m and m+1: 
{1,2} {1,2} 
g
m , { p } = T ( m ) e
m + 1 , { p } ( 6 · 6 ) 
where T(m) is a 2Px2P matrix and {p} is the set { 1 , 2 , . . . , P } . Applying 
(6.6) M-times and us ing t h e periodicity as in E q . ( 6 . 5 ) leads t o : 
{1,2} M {1,2} {1,2} 
g M p } = Π T(m) g M p r - A g 1 ) { p ) (6.7) 
m=l 
For the critical point a non trivial solution of E q . ( 6 . 6 ) is demanded, which 
c o r r e s p o n d s to the condition t h a t the 2Px2P matrix A has an eigenvalue λ=1. 
As an i l lustration the N-layered Ising model (13) is considered in more de­
tail, which is in the ferromagnetic case equal to t h e (N,1)-per iodic model. In 
this case , where g*), = g * , j ' =J* and J*' =J* E q s . ( 6 . 4 ) reduce t o : 
' πι,ρ
 0




1 У ~X 1 y „ χ 2 





m + l v m m' " m + l 
2 y „ χ 1 y _x 2 
g
m




) ff ., + cosh(2J -2J ) g




+ 1 v m m' 0 ι η + 1 
so one g e t s : 
T(m) 
cosh(2J -if ) s inh(2J -2J ) 
4
 m ITI7 ν m m ' 
У ~x 









s inh(2J -2J ) cosh(2J -2J ) v
 m m'
 v
 m m' 
The p r o d u c t matrix A becomes v e r y simple now, and r e a d s : 
A = 
N у ^х 
M 
m=l 
N y ^.x 
ιη=1 
cosh 2 l ( J „ , - J
m
) s inh 2 l (J - J ) 
m m '
 v
 m m' 
s inh 2 Σ ( J „ - J
m







 m ' 
N y _x 
Σ ι ' " " ' 
m=l 
N y ^ x 
 Γ 
m=l 
It has an eigenvalue λ=1 when 
( 6 . 8 . a ) 
( 6 . 8 . b ) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 








which determines the crit ical point in the ferromagnetic case . 
When the g r o u n d s t a t e may become ant i- ferromagnet ic , as is the case if 
also anti ferromagnetic couplings a re allowed, the phase-factor in (6.3) has the 
value +1 or - 1 . However by doubling the per iod, i . e . by consider ing the N-
layered model as a (2N,2)-model, with J 
m ( + N ) , l " d m , 2 and J π ι ( + Ν ) , 1 ~ * ν 2 ' 
only phase-factors +1 a r e left so E q s . ( 6 . 4 ) still hold. The transformation ma­
t r ix T(m) is 4x4 t h e n , but still v e r y simple in the basis 
( 4 , 1 + 4 , 2 ^ т , 1 + г т , 2 ^ т , Г е т
р
2 ; 4 , г 4 , 2 Ь I n t h i s b a s i s t h e t ransforma-
tion matrix A becomes: 
- 4 0 -
2N y o c 
Σ Γ - -
m=l 
2Ν y _ χ 
M 
m=l 
cosh4  (J - J
m





 m  m m 
sinh4 1 (J - J
m





 m  m ' 
2N y ^x 
l ' 
2N y ^ x 
 " 
m=l 
2N y _x 
Σ 
m=l 
2N y - x 
Σ Г " 
m=l 
cosh4 ( J „ * J
m
) sinh4 Σ (J +J ) v
 m '
 v
 m т ' 




) cosh4 Σ (J +J ) v
  ' m m ' 
2N y _x 
f"
m=l 
2N y ^х 
 Γ" - • 
m=l 
(6.12) 
with an eigenvalue λ=1 when: 
2Ν у ^х 
T
m"




2N y o c 







With Jjl the dual coupling, as defined in ( 2 . 9 ) , one must allow for complex 
J * when J * is negat ive , so (6.13) and (6.14) must be solved for complex 
a r g u m e n t s . Combination of these equations then leads to the general condi­
tion: 
2Noc 2N y 
Re( Σ J ) = ι Σ J ! v
 m' m 
(6.15) 
m=l m=l 
for the critical point of the N-layered Is ing model, which is in complete 
agreement with prev ious r e s u l t s (13) . Note that the resu l t is independent of 
the detailed d is t r ibut ion of bonds within one layer as (6.15) r e d u c e s in fact 
t o : 
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Re <.JX> = i<Jy> (6.16) 
where the brackets denote an avarage over one period. 
More general (M,P)-models can be treated in the same way, but analytic 
calculations do, in general, not lead to results as simple as (6.16). This is 
caused by the fact that in general the matrices T(m) cannot be diagonalised 
simultaniously, which makes an explicit diagonalisation of the product matrix 
A rather involved. In the next section some results for the (M,2)-periodic 
model will be derived. 
For numerical calculations the method is still very useful, as matrix multi-
plication and eigenvalue determination can be performed quite easily then. It 
is illustrated for (2N, 2)-layered models, in which all bonds have equal 
strength J, but where some vertical bonds may be missing (i .e. have 
strength 0) . These missing bonds are distributed in a symmetric way be-
tween both horizontal layers, as illustrated in Fig.5a, for the cases where the 
fraction of remaining vertical bonds, R, is less than i, whereas Fig.5b shows 
the bond-distribution for R greater than ¿. It results in a structure of 
overall periodicity 2N, with: 
ττ 
Figure 5a: Figure 5b: 
Diluted (2N. 2)-periodic Ising Diluted (2N ,2)-periodic Ising 
model for the case of a vertical model for the case of a vertical 
bond fraction R=i-(2N-Nji/N . bond fraction R=i-f(2N-NJ/N . 
AH indicated couplings have the same strength. 




 -~ш~~ ( 6 · 1 7 ) 
where N. is defined in the figures. 
Results for these diluted bond-models, are given in Fig.6, as a function of 
the periodicity 2N (less than 22) and the fraction, R, together with the re­
sults that would follow from the solution < J V
> = < J V
>
 for the (N,1)-model. 
x У 
From these results it may be concluded that simple expressions like Eq.(6.16) 
will in general not be found for the (M,P)-model, as the precise way in which 
the bonds are distributed over the horizontal layers becomes important. Com­
paring results for a vertical bondfraction R=2 at different periodicities (Fig.6) 
shows, as expected, that the more uniform (i .e . smaller periodicity) the dis­
tribution is, the less influence the dilution has on the transition temperature. 
Figure 6: 
Critical couplings for the diluted (2N,2) 
models, as a function of the vertical 
bond fraction R. Full lines are exact 
results at different periods 2N (as indi­
cated) . The dashed line is the result 
that would follow from the equation 
"x у 
- 4 3 -
2.7 Expansion of the (M,2)-periodic Is ing model 
As explained in section 2 .6, analytic calculations for t h e critical sur face of 
the (Μ,Ρ)-periodic Is ing model become r a t h e r involved when the transforma­
tion matrices T(m) cannot be diagonalized s imultaneously. In th i s section it 
will be shown that useful r e s u l t s can still be obtained by expanding a general 
periodic bond dis tr ibut ion a r o u n d a layered bond d i s t r i b u t i o n . In this way the 
(M,2)-model will be considered in an expansion a r o u n d the (M,l)-model . 
The transformation matrix T(m) for the (M,2)-periodic Is ing model can be 
found from Eqs(6 .4) . To make a connection with the (M,l)-model, which is 
in fact a special (M,2)-model, we consider T(m) in the basis 
( g
m , l + g m , 2 + g m , l + g m , 2 ; g m , l + g m , 2 " g m , l " g m , 2 * g m , l " g m , 2 + g m , l " g m , 2 ' 
g ' j - g l 2~ gm l + g m 2^" Introduct ion of the s h o r t - h a n d notat ions : 
~X ~X 
A









2J_ ( e z o m l - е^-'тЗ )/2 
B





(e^^ml + e^um2 )/2 (7.1) 
-2J. 2 J . (e^ml - е * 0 т 2 )/2 
then leads to the transformation matrix: 
T(m) = 
A
m l B m l / A m O A m 2 B m 2 /(AmoBmo) " ^ ^ Ι ^ ^ Ο ^ ο ) 
A
m 2 B m 2 A m l B m l / B m O 
-
A
m 2 B m l / A m O - A m l B m 2 / ( A m O B m O > 
A
m l B m 2 A m 2 B m l / B m O 
"
A
m l B m 2 / B m O 
A
m l B m l / ( A m O B m O > 
"
A
m 2 B m 2 / B m O 
A
m l B m 2 / A m O 
A
m 2 B m l 
~
A
m2 B m2 / A mO 
A
m l B m l 
(7.2) 
This matrix is diagonal for the (M,l)-model, because in that case A 2=0 а п ^ 
Β 2=0· In o r d e r to make an expansion with r e s p e c t to the off-diagonal 
terms the case where 
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x x x У У У 
J
 0 = J , + c m J „ = J , + ε „ (7.3) 
m,2 m, l m m,ζ ιη,Ι m ' 
is cons idered . As all off-diagonal terms of (7.2) a re of at least o r d e r ε this 
n 
also holds for the off-diagonal elements of the p r o d u c t matrix A= ' L T ( m ) . 
For the calculation of det(A-\I) to o r d e r ε only the diagonal elements of A 
are important , that read : 
2<J y >-2<J x > -2<J y >-2<J x > 
A l l = ( 1 + < V + < E y > ) e A33 = ( 1 + < V - < E y > ) e 
-2<J y>+2<JX> 2<J y >+2<J x > 
^ ( ^ V - ^ V ^ A44=(l-<rx>+<Ey>)e 





~x M .^ χ 
<J > = Σ J 
m 
m=l 





























( 7 . 4 ) 








/ 2 + ε / 2 ) + 0 ( ε 2 ) = 0 ( 7 . 6 ) 
v









/ 2 + E
m
/ 2 ) + 0 ( ε 2 ) = 0 С · 7 ) 
For t h e ferromagnetic (M,2)-periodic model this r e s u l t s in the critical condi­
t ion: 
- 4 5 -
M 2 y M 2 χ 
1 Σ J
m
 L- = Σ Σ J
m






m=l k=l m=l k=l 
From this it can be concluded that in t h e P=2-case the critical point is u p to 
o r d e r E independent of the detailed dis t r ibut ion of the couplings within a 
block, though numerical calculations in Section 2.6 showed t h a t the detailed 
coupling dis t r ibut ion do influence the critical condition when h igher order 
terms are taken into account . 
2.8 Estimation of the critical temperature of the q-s ta te Potts model on pla­
n a r latt ices 
Another spin model that is often used is the q - s t a t e Potts model, which is 
a general ization of the Is ing model ( 1 4 ) . In this model sp ins a, located on 
the s i tes of a lat t ice, can take q different values o = l , 2 , . . . , q . For n e a r e s t 




 h,i Vj ( 8 Л ) 
where <i,j> denotes a sum over all n e a r e s t ne ighbour p a i r s . (Note that with 
this Hamiltonian the coupling s t r e n g t h for the q=2 Ising model is twice the 
coupling s t r e n g t h used in the previous p a r a g r a p h s . ) It is well known that in 
th i s model a phase t ransi t ion between the d i sordered (high temperature) 
p h a s e and one of the q different ferromagnetic g r o u n d s t a t e s can occur for all 
dimensionalities d>l . As long as the number of s ta tes q is less than a spe­
cific q
c
(<i) this t ransi t ion is second o r d e r whereas for q>q (d) it becomes 
f irst o r d e r ; in par t icu lar for two dimensions q (2) =4 . 
Only in some special cases the t ransi t ion point of the Potts model can be 
determined exactly for general q . In par t icu lar one finds for the homogene­
ous isotropic n e a r e s t ne ighbour Potts model on a s q u a r e lattice that the t r a n ­
sition point is given by (15) : 
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J
c
 = ln(l + /q) (8.2) 
Extension of the present method to determine the critical point of an Ising 
model on a planar lattice to the q-state Potts model would therefore be advan­
tageous. But in the case where qt2 it is not possible to reduce the effect of 
a single Bloch-wall element К to simple forms like Eq.(2.4), without generat­
ing higher correlation functions. For that reason the recursion relations be­
come more complicated and a closed set can not be found. However for prac­
tical calculations of transition temperatures on planar lattices the present 
method for the Ising model can be combined with a conjecture (16), according 
to which the critical temperature of the q-state Potts model can be approxi­
mated from the solution at one single value q
n
. Using the variables s ; " , as-
u
 ι 
socia ted with the couplings J. via: 
(q) ln(l
 + (q-l)e" J i ) 
sj = 1 - (8.3) 
ln(q) 
this conjecture states in more detail that for a given lattice the critical sur­
face in the {s^'}-space is, to a large extend, independent of the number of 
ι 
states q, as long as l<q<q ( d ) . In this way the critical surface in 
{s y*'}- space can be determined for all q-values from the qn=2 Ising solution. 
By using the inverse transformation of Eq.(8.3), viz. 
J^ -In _2 ~JL· (8.4) 
q - ι 
this surface can then be transformed back to a surface in the coupling space 
{J-} of the q-state Potts model. 
To illustrate the method that uses this conjecture critical conditions of the 
q-state Potts model on some Archemedian lattices are determined from the Ч0=2 
(Ising-)case. These lattices, consisting of incongruent regular faces and 
equivalent vertices (see Fig.7), are denoted by the number of sides of faces, 
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surrounding a vertex (in the proper cyclic order). With all bonds of equal 































As for these lattices exact q=l results are also known (17), these are includ­
ed in the table to compare them with the conjectured values. This confirms 
that the conjecture (16), though clearly not exact, works well for practical 
calculations. 
In the case of (N,l)-layered models a second conjecture exists(13), stating 
that the critical condition of the q-state Potts model is still given by the 
Ising result Eq.(6.15), but now with the dual couplings as calculated for the 









For N=1 both conjectures are equivalent and reduce to the exact re­
sult Eq.(8.2) but for N>1 results differ slightly. 
-4> ' Ì 
,>! ν 
Figure 7: 
Archemedian lattices (4,6,12), (3,4,6,4). (3,3,3,4,4) and (3,3,4,3,4) for 
which the critical couplings J are determined. 
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Appendix : Duality relation of o rde r - and d i sorder opera to rs 
The dual i ty transformation is well known in the context of the Ising model 
(8 ,11 ) . In this appendix the effect of duali ty on order - and d i so rder opera-
to r s is s tudied in more detai l . However before this will be done the duality 
relation for a general p lanar Is ing model is r ecap i tu la ted ,us ing the notation of 
bond var iables (18 ,19) . 
S ta r t ing from the part i t ion sum of an Is ing model on a two dimensional lat-
t ice: 
Z Í Í J j j } ) = Σ e 
{σ} 
< i , j > ( A . I ) 
one can in t roduce bondvariables 0. .=0,τι for all n e a r e s t ne ighbour p a i r s <i,i> 
and rewri te а.а.=со8(СЬ ,) to g e t : 
ι J i»J 
I J i ( j с о 5 ( 0 и ) 
Z({J i ) : j.}) = Σ' 
<i,P (A.2) 
ίθ1.1> 
The summation Σ' in (A.2) is const ra inted as for the sum over bondvariables 
a r o u n d each elementary cell (a so called p laquet te) it holds t h a t : 
0 1 + 0 2 + 0 3 + 0 4 = 0 ( m o d 2 l 1 ) (A.3) 
»1 
Figure 8 : 
Spins a, dual spins τ and bondvariables 
0.,0„,0,,CU around a plaquette. 
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where the labeling of the bond variables is as indicated in F i g . 8 . By defin­
ing spins τ., in the c e n t e r of each p laquet te (which are the s i tes of the dual 
latt ice) and associat ing with each a factor 
ΐ ( τ
Γ
- 1 ) ( ΰ 1 + 0 2 + 0 3 + 0 4 ) / 2 
г e (Α.4) 
(see Fig .8) the summation Σ' in (A.2) over the bondvar iables 0. . can be 
* j J 
transformed into a sum over both dual sp ins τ {ι and bondvariables 0. . b u t 
now without c o n s t r a i n t s . In this double sum the summation over b o n d v a n a -
bles can be evaluated explicitly as it factor izes, giving r i se to terms like eg . 
t h e one over 0, (see F i g . 8 ) : 
ΐ(τ.,-1)0,72 і(т.,-1)0./2 J. ,003(0.) 
Σ ie · 1 i e J 1 e ^ 1 
01=0,π 
= i ( e 1'i - e 1 ] e 1>ì) 
(Α.5) 
In the case t h a t í ¡ '= t - i the contr ibution of (A.5) r educes to ¿(e i , j +e" i , j ) , 
whereas for ^;^^!< it g ives ¿ (e i , j -e i . j ) , so in fact an Is ing interaction of 
s t r e n g t h J.i , t= - | l n ( t anh ( ( J . .)) between τ - sp ins (on the dual lattice) is 
1 ι J 1|J 
found. Note t h a t the dual bond J.i ., is orthogonal to the original bond J . .. 
^ 1 J 1 | J 
As the part i t ionsum is conserved in th i s calculation one can conclude that the 
part i t ionsum of the original model ( A . l ) i s , up to a factor 
2J -2J ^ 
П(е i,j -e i,j ) ¿ / 4 , equal to the par t i t ionsum of the cor responding dual 
model. 
To s t u d y the effect of duali ty on o rde r - and d isorder opera tors a correla-
tionfunction <a,02> is considered. 
I J^OjOj 
< 0 1 σ 2 > = Ζ Σ α 1 0 2 e < X ' ' ' > (A.6) 
{a} 
As the p r o d u c t of two n e a r e s t ne ighbour sp ins a.a- can be rewri t ten in terms 
of the bondvariable 0, , by 
І0. . 
σ^. = e ^ (A.7) 
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t h e correlationfunction <σ.σ2> may be r e p r e s e n t e d on the lattice by drawing" a 
p a t h С from σ. to o«, in t roducing a factor e1 i, j to each bond t h a t coincides 
with С (see F i g . 9 ) . Note that the detailed way in which the p a t h С r u n s 
over the lattice is not important as the final p r o d u c t d e p e n d s only on the 
f irst and last spin of C. In terms of bondvar iables one then g e t s : 
<σ1σ2> 
Σ J ^ c o s O ^ . i Σ 
. <І,РЕС 





Once again the const ra inted summation Σ' can be transformed in a double sum 
over dual sp ins t . . and bondvariables 0. · without a cons t ra in t , from which 
ι ι » J 
the summation over the 0. .'s can be evaluated. Now two types of sums are 
ι » J 
p r e s e n t . F i r s t those over bondvariables 0. • t h a t do not coincide with the 
* » J 
p a t h C: the i r contribution is equal to ( A . 5 ) , so the couplings J. . transform 
into dual couplings J., . ,=- i ln( tanh(J . •)), orthogonal to the original ones. 
However the o ther sums, over bondvariables 0. , that coincide with the 
*· i 
p a t h C, contain an e x t r a factor e 1 i, j , which may be +1 (0. . =0) or -1 
i> J (0. · =TI). Therefore the dual bond between the sp ins t., and т.. (which is 
i> J ^ J 
orthogonal to the segment of the p a t h C) has the s t r e n g t h 
Jjt .!=+і1п(1ап1і(іТ{ · ) ) . 3° in f a c t it is r e v e r s e d . As this is precisely the ef-
feet of a pa i r of d i s o r d e r opera tors μ,μ, operat ing on the dual la t t ice, one can 
conclude t h a t u n d e r dual i ty the spin-spin correlation on the original lattice 
t ransforms into t h e correlation function of two d i sorder o p e r a t o r s , connected 
by the path C. As this also holds for more complicated express ions one can 
Figure 9: 
The correlation function <o,02> may be 
represented by introducing a phasefac-
tor e i,} to each bond that coincides 
•with С 
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conclude that u n d e r duality o r d e r and d i sorder opera tors transform into each 
o t h e r . 
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CHAPTER 3 
Modulated Phases in Is ing Models with 
Diluted Frus t ra t ion 
In this chapter a particular class of periodic Ising models with diluted frus-
tration is studied using the recursion relations for spinar correlation func-
tions that were derived in the previous chapter. A modulated phase is found 
at T=0 which extends into a modulated paramagnetic phase for finite tempera-
tures. The disorder line at which this latter phase changes into a paramag-
netic phase is located. In a study of the ground state excitations of the 
model contact is made with results known for the ANNNI-model. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The concept of frustration was originally introduced by Toulouse (1) to 
describe an essential feature of spin-glasses namely the presence of competing 
interactions that cannot be satisfied simultaneously. In the case of the Ising 
model this occurs whenever the product of the couplings around an 
elementary cell (plaquette) is negative. Such a cell is said to be "frustrat­
ed". Although in a real spin-glass the frustration is randomly distributed, 
much can already be learned from exactly soluble models with periodically dis­
tributed frustration. Since Villain (2) attracted the attention to this problem 
many papers (3-11) dealing with periodic frustration have appeared. The 
models solved in these papers are restricted to layered structures (i .e. 
coupling distributions that are translationally invariant either in horizontal or 
diagonal direction). It turns out that for those cases simple closed expres­
sions can be given for the phase boundaries. But no spin-glass like state 
was found; at finite temperatures all transitions are ordinary Ising type tran­
sitions between (anti-)ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases. The nature of 
correlations in the ground state and the type of possible transitions at T=0 
remains less clear (3). 
In this chapter the motivation to study frustrated models is shifted from 
the connection with spin-glasses to a second important aspect of competing in­
teractions namely the possibility of the occurence of an incommensurate modu­
lated phase. It is well known that a modulated phase does occur in an Ising 
model with competing next nearest neighbour interactions, the so called ANN-
N1-model (12,13). In periodically frustrated Ising models such a phase can 
also occur (14). In this context a periodic Ising model on a square lattice is 
studied in the present chapter, with both ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnet­
ic interactions, having an Hamiltonian: 
H = Σ J^o-Oj (1.1) 
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Here <i,j> denotes a sum over nearest neighbour pairs and the coupling's J. . 
of strength J>0 or J' = -J+A are distributed over the lattice in such a way that 
the frustrated cells form a square superlattice with a lattice constant that is 
m-times the original one. As shown in Fig.l there are two natural choices 
for the coupling distribution that yield this type of frustration. In the case 
m=l (all cells frustrated) these models reduce to the "dominoes"-models stud­
ied by Andre et al. (3); the first choice corresponds to the PUD-model 
("piled up dominoes") the second one to the ZZD-model ("zig zag dominoes"). 
For that reason these models will be called the PUD-m model respectively the 
ZZD-m model. When Δ=0 (J' = -J) the two models are in fact equivalent and can 
be transformed in each other by a Mattis (or gauge) transformation (4). 
However for Δ*0 the models are quite different as already noticed in (3). 
Ising models with periodically varying couplings are usually solved by ei­
ther a transfer matrix technique or by Pfaffians. Although these methods are 
particularly suited for the layered models mentioned above (3-11) they tend to 
become rather involved for Ising models that are periodic in two directions, 
like the PUD-m and the ZZD-m models. Therefore the recursion relation for 
spinor correlation functions, derived in the previous chapter, are used which 
yield directly the quantity of interest namely the complex correlation length 
Ι/ξ+iq, where ζ denotes the ordinary correlation length and q is the modula­
tion vector of the dominant fluctuations. 
л-ГІ·-
1 , 
JL 1Í l· 
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Coupling distributions for the 
PUDS model. 
Figure lb: 
Coupling distribution for the 
ZZD-3 model. 
Frustrated cells are marked by x; light lines correspond to bonds that are 
ferromagnetic, heavy lines indicate bonds that are an ti- ferromagnetic. 
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The application of this method to the ZZD-m and the PUD-m models is 
discussed in section 3.2 . For the PUD-m model it appears that the modula­
tion vector q equals either 0 or ir, implying that only ferro- or anti-ferromag­
netic phases are present. However in the case of the ZZD-m model a new 
phase is found in a region of the parameter space (T=l/J,u) where q changes 
continuously between 0 and n. The correlation length ξ remains finite in this 
region as long as T^O which means that the modulation is caused by a soft 
mode with an energy gap that is still finite. Such a phase is commonly seen 
in models for the commensurate-incommensurate transition and is called the 
modulated paramagnetic (or fluid) phase (15). The true modulated phase 
(Ç=-,qii0,Ti) emerges in the ZZD-m model for T=0 and Д<1/(2т) ІпЗ. This is 
in contrast to the ANNNI-model where this phase extends to finite tempera­
tures (13). 
Section 3.3 is devoted to a further study of the ground state (T=0) of 
these models. It is found that the modulated phase in the ZZD-m model can 
be understood, as in the case of the ANNNI-model, from the presence of 
global excitations that can be described as free fermions. The fermion densi­
ty vanishes at Д=1/(2т) ІпЗ and a transition occurs from the modulated phase 
to a commensurate ferro-magnetic phase. This transition is of the Pokrovsky-
Talapov type with a critical exponent a=è. The absence of a modulated phase 
in the PUD-m model turns out to be caused by vortex excitations that are 
present in the ground state of this model. 
3.2 Modulated phases in the ZZD-m and the PUD-m model 
In this section the structure of the recursion relations (2.11) of chapter 2 
is analysed for the case of a (M,P) -periodic Ising model in a more general 
sence than in chapter 2, as no assumptions about the phase factors that may 
occur are a priori made (cf. section 2.6). 
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The values of the correlation functions at two successive vertical layers χ 
and x+1 are connected by a matrix T(x) : 
e
n
( x , y ) = Σ Σ T
n > y ; n , > y , ( x ) g^ íx+ l .y ' ) (2.1) 
n'=l,2 y' 
with matrix elements that can be read directly from Eq(2.11) of chapter 2. 
Due to the periodicity in the x-direction one concludes that two vertical lay-
ers at a distance x=rM (measured in units of the lattice spacing) are related 
by: 
g n (x ,y ) = Σ Σ А
п
Г
> у . п , і у , g n ,(0,y') (2.2) 
n'=l,2 y' 
where the matrix A is defined by: 
M 
A = Π Τ(χ+ί) (2.3) 
г=і 
The asymptotic behaviour of the correlation function for large r is therefore 
directly related with the eigenvalues of the matrix A. As it is also possible 
to reverse the direction in which vertical layers are related, using Τ (χ) in­
stead of T(x), one can conclude that A and A are related by a similarity 
transformation. This implies that the eigenvalues of A occur in pairs: with 
X also λ is an eigenvalue. Since the correlation functions g are bounded 
it is however clear that an expansion of g (χ,y) in eigenvectors of A cannot 
contain eigenvectors with |λ '<1, so for each pair of eigenvalues only the one 
with |λ |>1 should be considered. The asymptotic behaviour in the x-direction 
is dominated by the λ0 which is the smallest of these eigenvalues. Denoting 









(x ,y) = e *
n
( y ) (2.4) 
where the complex correlation length in the x-direction is defined by: 
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Ο 1 / ζ
Χ
 +
 ' Ί χ χ 
λ = e х х х ( 2 . 5 ) 
Неге ζ is the correlation length in t h e χ-d i rec t ion and q is the χ-compo­
n e n t of the modulation vector q (measured with r e s p e c t to the lattice vector 
ma of t h e s u p e r cell) for correlat ions evaluated asymptotically along the x-
ax i s . In o r d e r to determine λ one should diagonalize e i ther A or A . Here 
one employs the periodicity in the y-direct ion which, by Bloch's theorem, im­









I n s e r t i n g this relation in (2.1) reduces the problem to the diagonalization of a 
2P-dimensional matrix A(K) which can easily be done numerically. Notice that 
an analysis via the t r a n s f e r matrix yie lds, at t h i s s t a g e , a matrix with dimen-
sions 2 . In view of the remarks above one obtains Ρ eigenvalue b r a n c h e s 
X.(K) with |X.(K) !>1. The dominant eigenvalue λ 0 is obtained as the minimum 
of the lowest b r a n c h ; if it h a s the value ¡λ 0 |=1 the system is critical (ξ=»). 
The value of К at which this minimum occurs is not necessar i ly 0 or π, as 
was assumed in c h a p t e r 2. It determines the component of the modulation 
vector in the y-direct ion for correlat ions t h a t a re evaluated asymptotically 
along t h e x-axis and will be denoted by К . =q . In the same way one can 
analyse the recurs ion relat ions between horizontal l ayer s to yield ξ and the 
modulation vector q,.= ( q „
v




This program was car r ied out for the PUD-m and ZZD-m models (with per i­
odicities (M,P) equal to (2m,m) respect ively (2m,2m)) with m = l , . . 5 . For the 
PUD-m models no incommensurate s t r u c t u r e is found, as the minimum of λ 0 
occurs a t q=0,ii/2 or π. The phase-diagrams cons i s t , as in the m=l case ( 3 ) , 
of two critical l ines, s e p a r a t i n g the paramagnetic phase from respect ively the 
anti-ferromagnetic and ferromagnetic p h a s e . The ZZD-m model shows more 
s t r u c t u r e . T h e r e are two critical lines (with £ = £ = » ) - One, that e x t e n d s to 
χ у 
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Figure 2a Figure 2b 
Plot of modulation vector q (a) and q (b) for the ZZD-1 model in the 
couplings l/J=T,à with 0.<1/J<10. and -.75<Δ<.75 
Figure За Figure 3b 
Plot of modulation vector q (a) and q (b) for the ZZD-3 model in the 
couplings ί/7=Γ,Δ
β




finite temperatures, corresponds to an ordinary Ising transition from the 
para- to the ferromagnetic phase and has q =q =0. The other, located at 
—χ —y 
T=1/J=0 and Δ<1/(2ιη) 1η3 is modulated in the y-direction (q., =q, =0) with a 
xx yx 
modulation vector given by: 
q
x y = q y y = a r c c o s ( H e 2 m u - l ) 2 - 1 ) (2.7) 
This formula, that describes the numerical result of this section for T=0, will 
be derived analytically in the next section. When TfO one finds that the 
modulated phase extends into a modulated paramagnet with ζ
ν
^ξ„^~ and 
χ y <1ν,Γ*4,πτ*0»π· Τ*16 behaviour of q and q in the parameter space 
xy yy xy yy 
(1/J=T,A) is given in Fig.2 and Fig.3 for period m=l and m=3. By comparing 
Fig.2a and 3a with respectively Fig.2b and 3b it is clear that q differs 
xy 
from q as soon as T^O. In particular the so called disorder line, above 
which no incommensurate structure persists, is not the same for correlations 
evaluated asymptotically along the x-axis or the y-axis. Furthermore, by 
comparing Fig.2 with Fig.3, it turns out that the behaviour for periods m<2 
differs significantly from that for higher periods. For m<2 the modulation ex­
tends along the Δ=0 axis up to T=». In contrast, for the m>3-case the modu­
lation vanishes at finite temperatures for all Δ. 
The disorder line for the y-direction shows a second branch that coincides, 
as to be expected, with the disorder line for the x-direction on the gauge 
symmetry axis Δ=0. The corresponding phase-diagrams are shown in Fig. 4. 
The indicated disorderlines do not represent phase-boundaries in the ordinary 
sence since there is no singularity in the free energy associated with these 
lines. However the correlation length ξ and ζ show a cusp at the disorder 
χ y 
line as is indicated in Fig.5. 
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Figure 4a: 
Phase diagrams for the ZZD-1 
model in the coupling space 
(l/J=T,àeff=mà). 
Figure 4b: 
Phase diagrams for the ZZD-3 
models in the coupling space 
{l/J=T,Leff=m^). 
Full lines indicate critical lines ί ζ = - ) . dashed Unes indicate disorder lines as 
found for the x-direction (small dashes) or y-directwn (large dashes). 
I 
Figure 5 : 
Illustration of the behaviour of the cor­
relation length ξ (full line) and modu­
lation vector q 
УУ 
(dashed line) across 
the disorder Urie'in the ZZD-1 model as 
a function of 1/J=T at fixed Δ=.25 
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3.3 Ground s ta te analysis 
The occurence of a modulated phase in the ZZD-m model and the absence 
of such a phase in the PUD-m model can be u n d e r s t o o d from a s t u d y of the 
g r o u n d s t a t e s (T=1/J=0) of these models. Consider f i rst the case Δ>0. The 
g r o u n d s t a t e of both models is then the ferromagnetic s ta te with all spins u p 
(or d o w n ) ; the J ' bonds a re f r u s t r a t e d . Excitations from the g r o u n d s t a t e , 
formed by flipping certain s p i n s , can be depicted as usual by drawing con­
t o u r s or "walls" on the lattice that mark regions of o v e r t u r n e d s p i n s . From 
the possible g r o u n d s t a t e excitations in the ZZD-m model, as shown in Fig.6a, 
only global excitat ions with walls t h a t r u n in horizontal direction across the 
whole lattice play a role. Excitations with walls t h a t bend backwards , which 
may be considered as vor tex excitat ions (13), have a weight proport ional with 
e
 m
 a n d are therefore forbidden at T=0. Local excitat ions ( t h a t can be seen 
-23 
as v o r t e x - a n t i v o r t e x pa i r s ) have weights proport ional with at least e and 
are also ru led o u t . The g r o u n d s ta te excitations of the ZZD-m model a re 
therefore of the same type as the excitations t h a t a r e responsible for the 
s t r i p e d modulated phase in the ANNNI-model (12,13), which explains the mod­
ulated s t r u c t u r e t h a t we find. This is in c o n t r a s t to the g r o u n d s ta te excita­
tions of t h e PUD-m model (Fig .6b) where local (vor tex) exci tat ions, which de­
s t r o y the modulated p h a s e , a re allowed. 












Ground state excitations for the 
ZZD-2 model 
Figure 6b: 
Ground state excitations for the 
PUD-2 model 
The bonds J'=-J+ti, which are frustrated in the ground state, are indicated 
by heavy lines. Wall configurations -with -vanishing weights in the ground 
state are dashed. 
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To cont inue, the modulated phase in t h e ZZD-m model is analysed with the 
by now s t a n d a r d method developed in t h e context of the ANXNI-model 
(13,15) . In this method one notices that t h e t rans fermatr ix (in horizontal di­
rect ion) can simply be expressed in terms of fermion oreation and annihilation 
o p e r a t o r s . The configuration of a column is descr ibed by the p r e s e n c e or 
absence of a wall i . e . a fermion par t ic le . The t rans fermatr ix is obtained by 
considering· all diagrams t h a t genera te the possible wall configurations between 
one column and the n e x t . In view of the periodicity of the p r e s e n t model one 
must consider the t r a n s f e r from one row to the n e x t equivalent one which is 
at a d is tance 2m. The possible diagrams a r e shown in F i g . 7 . Notice that a 
dist inction should be made between walls t h a t end at an '"even" row with a 
he ight 2mp (diagrams 1,2) and walls that end a t an " o d d " row with a height 
m(2p+l) (diagrams 3-6). The corresponding weights can be direct ly read of 
from Fig.7 and a r e given b y : 
V]i = W3 = e - 2 m A , W2 = W4 = e " 3 m A , W5 = Wg = e " 4 ^ (3.1) 
It is easy to c o n s t r u c t the t r a n s f e r matrix t h a t g e n e r a t e s the diagrams. It 
r e a d s : 
Τ = Π {l + (W 1 - l )C + (2pm)C(2pm)+W 9 (C + ( (2p+l)m)C(2pm)+C + ( (2p- l )m)C(2pm))) 
Ρ 
*{l+(W3+2W6-l)C + ( (2p+l)m)C((2p+l)m)+W 4 (C + ( 2 ( p + l ) m ) C ( ( 2 p + l ) m ) + 
+C + (2pm)C((2p+l)m))+W 5 (C + ( (2p+3)m)C((2p+l)m) + 
+ C + ( ( 2 p - l ) m ) C ( ( 2 p + l ) m ) ) } (3.2) 
I I M - b 1 I 
I I I Hi 4-1 
- H - 1 1 I ' 4-l· 
IH! I I I I 4-1 
II H-h 11 
Figure 7: 
.
 3j , . . . . . Diagrams that generate (together with 
Ι Η г I І Т Τ 1 íheir mirror images) all possible -wall 
configurations for the ZZD-2 model. 
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where С and С denote the Fermi creation and annihilation operators for walls 
p r e s e n t (or absent) at a column. Notice t h a t Τ conserves t h e number of fer­
mions, which is a reflection of the fact that walls cannot b e n d backwards i . e . 
that vortex excitations are forbidden at T=0. 
The e igenvectors of Τ can be cons t ructed in terms of t h e Four ier t r a n s ­
formed creation opera tors for the even respect ively odd rows: 







( 3 . 3 . a ) 
( 3 . 3 . b ) 
One verifies that the following commutation relat ions hold: 
Τ С (К) 
e 









where the 2x2 matrix М(К) is given b y : 
M(K) 
W 2 ( l + e i K ) 
-iK W 4 (l+e ""J W3+2W6+2W5cos(K) 
( 3 . 4 ) 
( 3 . 5 ) 
If one denotes with ψ (К) = аСГ(К)+ВСГ(К) the e igenvector of M(K) with the 
la rges t eigenvalue X(K) then it follows from (3.4) that 
ψ (КЛф (Κ,) . - · -Ψ (К ) vac> is an eigenvector of Τ with eigenvalue 
λ = λ ( Κ 1 ) λ ( Κ 2 ) . . . .λ(Κ ) . The free e n e r g y is found as the logarithm of the 
larges t eigenvalue which is obtained, as for the ANNNI-model, by filling all 




The number of fermions in this s tate is the average wall dens i ty η and one 
has n F =Kp/tr. 
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Since the eigenvaluespectrum of the p r e s e n t t rans fermatr ix is much the 
same as that found for the ANNNI-model the analysis given in (13,15) can be 
used to obtain t h e asymptotic form of the fermion correlation function: 
Vx cosKpy + у sinKpy 
g ( x , y ) Ξ <a + (0) a(2mx,2my)> = (3.7) 
V 2 x 2 + y
2 
о 
where V is the slope λ(Κρ) of λ(Κ) at the Fermi level. The modulation vec­
tor found in the previous section is given for T=0 both along the χ-axis as 
along the у-axis b y : 
3x = 4 y = ( 0 , K F ) (3.8) 
In o r d e r to calculate Kp (3.5) is diagonalized with the weights given by 
( 3 . 1 ) . This leads with λ(Κ)=θχρ(ε(Κ)) t o : 
cosh( ε(Κ)+2πιΔ ) = 1 + е " 2 т Л ( l+cos(K)) (3.9) 
If one i n s e r t s ε(Κρ)=0 one finds Kp to be given b y : 
cos Kp = i ( e 2 m u - I ) 2 - 1 (3.10) 
in agreement with ( 2 . 7 ) . 




 - Δ) (3.11) 
and one e n t e r s the (commensurate) ferromagnetic phase with п^=Кр/тг=0. The 
free energy dens i ty which is given b y : 
KF(A) 
Γ(Δ) = J dK ε(Κ) (3.12) 
0 n 
vanishes with a power 3/2: 
f(A) = 4 / 6 ( т Д
с
 - тЛ ) 3 / 2 (3.13) 
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This implies for the critical exponent α the value a=i which is typically for 
the Pokrovski-Talapov transition from a striped incommensurate phase to a 
commensurate phase. Notice that at finite temperatures an increase in Δ first 
results in a passage from the modulated paramagnetic phase to the paramag­
netic phase after which an Ising-like transition (a=0) to the ferromagnetic 
phase takes place (see Fig.4). 
The T=0 analysis given uptill now holds for Δ>0. At Δ=0 a first order 
transition takes place and a new groundstate is found for Δ<0. In this 
ground state configuration the spins alternate in horizontal layers of thick­
ness m such that J-bonds are frustrated instead of J'-bonds. It turns out 
that the excitations from this ground state are described by exactly the same 
diagrams as in the case Δ>0. The only difference is that all weigths W. are 
replaced by e m W.. (Notice that this yields W5=W6=1 which implies that the 
ground state is degenerated.) Consequently the same analysis as given above 
applies and ε(Κ) is given by: 
cosh(E(K) - 2тЛ) = 1 + е " 2 т Л ( 1 + cosK) (3.14) 
It is clear from this relation that formula (3.10) for the Fermi-level Kp is also 
valid for Δ<0. 
As noted in R.ef.3 the ZZD-m model reduces in the limit Δ+-ίο the anti-fer­
romagnetic triangular model. The modulated structure that was found in that 
limit indeed agrees with the one recently obtained by Blöte and Hilhorst (16) 
for the ground state of the triangular model. In particular (3.10) implies 
Kf=2Tt/3 as Δ-* -». Combination of (3.12) and (3.14) then yields: 
2 π/3 
f(A=-.) = ; dK ln(2+2cosK) (3.15) 
0 ~"~ 
Summarizing it can be concluded that the modulated structure shown by 
the ZZD-m model is a consequence of the fact that the ground state excita­
tions are global excitations of the same nature as found in the ANNNI-model. 
However the fermions that describe these excitations do not interact. This is 
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in contras t to the ANNNI-model where a h a r d core interact ion is p r e s e n t . It 
is th is interaction that modifies t h e critical index of the vortex excitations in 
s u c h a way that they become i r re levant for h igher fermion densit ies (13) . In 
the case of the ZZD-m model, where fermions a r e f ree, the vortex excitations 
a r e always re levant . They act to des t roy the modulated phase for all finite 
t e m p e r a t u r e s so that only a modulated paramagnetic phase is possible as soon 
as 170. 
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Determination of the Ising Critical Temperature of F-Slices 
with Applications to Garnet and Paraffin 
In this chapter the method to determine the critical temperature of a ferro-
magnetic Ising model on planar lattices, as introduced in chapter 2, is adapt-
ed for those situations were some bonds may be of strength zero or infinity 
•while the concept of disorder operators is introduced in a more physical -way. 
It is possible then to apply the method to a problem that arises in crystal 
growth studies: the prediction of the morphological importance of F-slices for 
realistic crystals like garnet and paraffin. The results are confronted •with 
morphological data and with results from other methods. From this it is con-
cluded that the present method has advantages over other methods, especially 
in those cases where the F-slices are anisotropic. 
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In this paper a general and simple method to calculate exactK the Lntical temperature for King nets on periodic structures is 
introduced The method can be used to predict the morphological importance of F blices for realistic crsstals A^ an illustration it is 
applied to several types of garnet The results are confronted ssilh morphological data 
4.1 Introduction 
II Aim and outline of the paper 
A question of considerable interest in the the­
ory of crystal growth is to predict the morphologi­
cal importance of crystal faces A first step is the 
determination of the so-callled F slices that limit 
the growth forms of the crystal Here the PBC 
theory of Harman and Perdok [1] provided the 
necessary tools Next, one has to determine the 
relative importance of these F slices As will be 
explained further below, a good measure is the 
value of the (dimensionless) critical temperature ^ 
for the corresponding Ising net (connected two 
dimensional graph) Since for realistic crystals these 
Ising nets are quite complicated, these critical tem­
peratures are not readily available 
It is the aim of this paper to introduce a general 
method to calculate exactly the critical tempera­
ture of Ising nets that typically occur for realistic 
crystals. Our method, to be presented in section 2, 
starts from first principles and is considerably 
simpler than existing methods. The main reason is 
that the present method only aims al a calculation 
of the critical temperature, while other methods 
determine this temperature from a full solution of 
the model 
In order to demonstrate our method, it will be 
applied to the F slices of garnet. We have chosen 
for garnet since this is an important crystal in the 
electronic industry and in the mineralogy. Re­
cently, the ten F slices for this crystal have been 
determined [2] In section 3, we present the critical 
temperatures as found for the Ising nets corre­
sponding to these F slices and compare our results 
with morphological data 
Before embarking on this program, we shortly 
review the relevance of the Ising model for the 
theory of crystal growth and discuss its relation 
with other growth models, like the solid-on-solid 
(SOS) model. 
1 2 BCF theor\ and the Ising model 
In 1951 the famous paper of Burton, Cabrera 
and Frank (BCF) [3] was published This paper 
gave an enormous breakthrough in the field of 
crystal growth. It was shown that, below a certain 
critical temperature 7"R, faces of crystals are in 
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essence ГІЛ on an .ilomic scale because sleps are 
onl\ rarely formed bs statistical fluctuations I he 
reason is that a positive edge free energv is re­
quired lo build a step Above 7"R this edge free 
energ\ vanishes and the crvstal face becomes 
rough This means that in the growth rate of the 
face a transition takes place from a (slow ex 
ponenlial) nucleation growth below / R towards a 
(fast linear) barnerless growth above 7"R 
DC F described the face of a crvstal with a 
one-layer model Taking a simple cubic (Kossel) 
cr>stal ihev assumed that up to the (100) refer­
ence plane all cells (or atoms) of the cr>stal are in 
a solid stale which is separated from the fluid 
state bv an interface of onl> one laver In this 
laver both ' fluid and 'solid cells can occur I he 
advantage of this description is that it connects a 
model for crystal growth with a two-dimensional 
King model which is an extensivel> studied model 
m the world of statistical mechanics Indeed in this 
approximation Γ1* equals the critical temperature 
T"1 of the two-dimensional model In this model a 
"spin' ι can take onh two values л/ + 1 (solid) or 
i, = - 1 (fluid) The energv of a given fluid solid 
configuration m the interface can be expressed as 
£ = - Σ Φ, ¿s, (i i) 
<< /> 
where the symbol (; j) indicates that the sum 
runs over pairs of nodes that are connected by a 
bond of the net, ц-, , denotes the energ> of that 
bond [4] In the case of a simple rectangular net 
for example onlv two different types of bonds 
namely <p
x
 and φ, for the ν and \ directions 
respectively need to be specified 
Tne exact calculation of the free energy for the 
Ising model on a rectangular net by Onsager (5] 
constitutes one of the corner stones of the theory 
of phase transitions as н is one of the few exam­
ples of an order-disorder transition that can be 
analysed exactly In particular, Onsager showed 
that above the critical temperature the edge free 
energy vanishes For the Ising model on a rectan­
gular net he obtained for the critical temperature 
the formula 
5ΐηΗ(2φ4/λΓ) sinh(2<p,/A:7·) = 1 (12) 
I his implies for the isotropic rectangular net (φ, 
= qr = φ) that the dimensionless critical tempera­




I he one-laver model suffers from the fact that the 
interface is limited to one laver only In order to 
have a more realistic interface one should relax 
this restriction Already BC F [Ч] extended their 
calculations to more layers One of the most sim 
pie many laver models that is now widely used is 
the sohd-on-sohd (SOS) model [6] These SOS 
models have been the subject of extensive Monte 
Carlo studies |7] From these studies for a SOS 
model on a rectangular net growth rale curves 
were obtained II was found that for θ > ÖR = 2 4 
the edge free energv vanishes resulting in a bar-
nerless (linear) growth rate Notice that the theo-
retically predicted value θ1- = 221 for the one-layer 
King model is close to the observed value й" = 2 4 
for the corresponding SOS model 
Recently it has become clear that the nature of 
the transition in (he two models is ralher different 
In particular the way m which the edge free energy 
vanishes at the transition point is much smoother 
in the SOS model than in the Ising model [8 9] In 
this paper we are mainly interested in the value of 
the roughening temperature 0K in order to de­
termine the relative importance of crystal faces 
Wc shall assume therefore thai the correspondence 
between Ising model and associated SOS model as 
far as the location of the transition points is con­
cerned persists also for more complicated nets so 
that we can order the possible crystal faces accord­
ing to their respective Ising critical temperatures 
θ'- This assumption is supported by further calcu­
lations for other simple nets all yielding ffl = 0R 
[1011] 
4.2 Theory 
2 I General remarks 
As explained in the introduction we are con­
cerned in this paper with the calculation of the 
critical temperature of Ising nets that result from 
F slices as obtained for realistic crystals As we 
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shdll -.ее cxplicillv in ihe case of garnel such nets 
are alwa>s periodic and almost alwa^ planar (ι e 
contain no crossing bonds) It turns out that the 
few non-planar nets that occur can be approxi­
mated b\ planar nets uelding respectiveh upper 
and lower bounds for the critical temperature An 
example of a periodic planar net is an King model 
with spins s„
 Á located on a rectangular lattice and 
with couplings that ma\ \ar\ penodicallv over the 
lattice 
TÙ . « л = Ф.І, л Ψ,',, \t ι = <r,'„ Í · ( 2 1 ) 
Τ,!, *. A = Τ», ι Φ..', * λ = <Γ.,', * (2 2) 
We shall call such a model which has a unit cell 
containing Μ Χ К spins an ( V/ К ) Ising model 
As will be illustrated m the case of garnet, a 
general periodic planar King model can alwa\s be 
represented b> some ( W. A' ) Ising model Hence 
our problem is in fact the location of the critical 
temperature of (M A ) models 
Apart from special cases where one can make 
use of svmmelnes under the Kramer-Wanmer 
duahtv transformation [12) or the star-triangle 
transformation [П] practical calculations for more 
general cases become rather involved txisling 
methods are based on a full solution of the model 
that is to sa) an explicit calculation of the free 
energy The critical temperature is then obtained 
from the singular point of this free energv Thus 
one needs to go through the whole machinerv 
developed to solve the Ising model employing for 
these rather complicated nets the transfer matrix 
method [14] or the Pfaffian method [15] 
In the case of (1. K) models, where the cou­
plings onl> var> in the ι direction ι e φ,;, \ = φί, ' 
the result of this method is that the critical temper­
ature can still be expressed bv a rather simple 
formula 
Σ Λ ' - ί Eln[coth(A')] (23) 
k- 1 A - I 
Here and in the sequel the symbol J stands for the 
dimensionless coupling strength J = <f/kT Hamm 
[16] has used the same technique to obtain expres­
sions for the critical point of (Μ К) models with 
M = 2 and M = 3, the explicit formulas become 
rapidly involved Since the nets that occur, e g in 
the case of garnel have ( *ƒ A ) values that may 
range up to (8 12) we should either further exled 
the existing technique or find a more direct method 
It is the purpose of this section to present such a 
method It is based on a simple recursion relation 
that can be easily derived for the correlation func-
tion of a special operator in the Ising model At 
the critical point this recursion relation reduces to 
a closed set of 4M X A linear equations between 
4Л/ x A unknowns The demand that these equa­
tions should have a non trivial solution then 
determines the critical point 
2 2 A чреіші operator in the hin% model 
In the theorv of the Ising model two Ivpes of 
basic "operators" are important One is the familiar 
spin operator s that represents the spin stale of a 
sue ; on the lattice fcxpeclalion values of these 
operators are directly connected with the sponta­
neous order via the formula 
l.m < ч ч ) = (1 2P)\ (2 4) 
r * oc 
where Ρ is the probability that an arbitrarv point 
of the lattice is solid, given that some point at the 
boundary is solid Above 0' there is no long range 
order and Ρ = 1/2 hence the correlation (2 4) 
vanishes above 0 ι 
The second basic operator called 'disorder 
operator is associated with the notion of "edge 
free energv ' 1 he edge free energy is usually 
defined as the difference between the free energv 
of an Ising nel where a step is enforced with that 
of the same net without a step I he way to enforce 
a step in the Ising model is the introduction of a 
line defect say along a line К It is customary to 
draw this line along the dual net (For a square 
net the dual is simply the net of centers of the 
original squares fig l a ) The disorder operators 
(indicated in the figure by μ and μ') mark in fact 
the endpomts of the line К 
One might say that μ "creates" the line defect, 
while μ', "annihilates" it [he line К affects all 
bonds lhat are mtersecled bv it via a change of 
sign φ-» - <p (sec fig la) We define the partition 
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Pig I (a) Representation of the correlation function (μμ ) on 
the lattice Heav\ bars represent the honds that have changed 
sign in the presence of the line defect К B\ resersing the spin 
at sue Is,* si the line К is deformed into К (h) Ground 
stale configuration in the presence of the line defect К A step 
1 may be associated with bonds that are broken ι e contribute 
d positive energv 
sum 7 K and free energy /^ of the resullmg net as 
Z K = I e x p ( - / 8 £ K { i ) ) = e x p ( - ^ f K ) (2 5) 
where £ K denotes the energj of a spin configura 
tion for the modified net and β = 1/kT 
In order to understand the uav in which К 
enforces a step in the model it is useful to consider 
the ground slate configuration tk{s ) This ground 
state is depicted in fig lb to compensate for the 
effect of K. a fluid droplet is located along К In 
this configuration all bonds contribute a negative 
energy except for those along the upper boundary 
L of the droplet (i e the path complementary to 
K) In order to minimi¿e the ground state energv 
the droplet must be chosen such that L has a 
minimal length The line L acluall) corresponds to 
the physical position of the step enforced b\ К 
the excess energv found is the edge free energv at 
Τ = 0 W hen 7" > 0 the step may fluctuate around 
L and the step free energy is found from (2 S) as 
«р(-/8Лі» 1 ) = ехР[-Ж/ :-к. П] 
(2 6) 
Physically it is clear that the edge energv as 
defined by (2 6) does in fact not depend on the 
choice of the line К onlv the location of its 
endpoims matters Formally this follows from (2 6) 
if one notices that a renaming of the dummy 
variable corresponding to a spin at sue / (see fig 
la) by v, -» - i , results in a sign change of all 
couplings around it and consequently to a defor 
mation of the line К into К Hence / k = Z K 
Repealing this procedure we can deform the line 
К in an arbitrary wav This freedom in choice of 
К will be important in the sequel 
To stress the fact that the edge free energv as 
defined in (2 6) onlv depends on the position of 
the endpoims of Κ ι e on the position of the 
disorder operators μ and μ one associates this 
edge free energv with a correlation between these 
operators and defines 
(μ,μ, > = exp( -ßl^ ) = j Z eM - /?£K 
(2 7) 
Notice that below β1 the edge energy increases 
with the length o ' the step /
e
j g l = yr where г is 
the distance between r, and г Hence 
hm (μ μ > = 
- f I - o c 
0 for θ < О' (2 8) 
One concludes that the disorder operators have no 
long range order in the temperature region below 
e
L
 which is precisely the opposite of the property 
(2 4) of the spin operators 
The special operator that we need for the 
determination of the critical point is the product 
of the two basic operators that we have discussed 
This operator called spmor operator was first 
introduced by Kanadoff and Ceva [17] It is 
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denoted b> the svmbol a„(/·) and defined as 
a 1 , ( r ) = l r í i , 1 ( r ) . (2 9) 
where η =• 1. 2, 1. 4 indicates the four points of the 
dual lattice that are nearest io the point r (see 
fig 2) More specificallv we shall use the correla­
tion function between two such spmor operators, 
defined as 
s » = (
a
, (0) β » ) = < ν , μ , ( ο ) μ » > 
- ^ І ' о « , е х р ( - Л £
к
. ) (2 10) 
PhysicalK this correlation function describes the 
correlation between two "spins" i0 and j r in the 
presence of a step This step is enforced b> the line 
defect К that runs (as shown in fig 2) between 
μ,ίΟ) and μ„(Γ) Again one is free to deform the 
lines K„ However, there is one important excep­
tion Repeating the argument given above, by using 
the invariance under the replacement s -» - s . one 
finds that a minus sign is picked up b> the correla­
tion function every time that a line K,, crosses. 
under deformation, the spin ç0 or tr We fix the 
sign convention for the correlation functions g„{r) 
by using (2 10) for lines K„ chosen as in fig 2 The 
sign of g„(r) for other choices K.„ follows from the 
rule just given 
2 3 Recumon relations for the spmor correlation 
fune lions 
To derive the relations that will ultimately de-









K i . 
Ь 
- 5 ι 
---
"% \ 
big 2 The four diCfcrcnt чріпог operators a
n
{r) around the 
lattice point г with the standard choise of line defeus К„ 
correlation function #,(/·) in more detail (see fig "Ί) 
B\ changing all spins indicated with heavv dots 
from s io - s we deform the path К, through the 
spin çr (so picking up a minus sign) into the path 
K, + K. and we can write 
g ( r ) = < a , ( r ) « ( 0 ) ) K i = - < a i ( r M 0 ) > K . k 
= - 7 Σ ' · ' , « ρ ( - ) β £ κ .к) i 2 1 ' ) 
The effect of the segment К of the path is to 
reverse onlv one coupling namely φ, (fig 3) and 
we can write explicitly 
с х р ( - 0 £
к і К
) = схр(-2/3<р
і і г С
, - /}£ '
к
 ) 
- [ c o s h ( 2 / ? , 0 - v ¡ , ΜηΚ(2/3φ,)] 
х е х р ( - / 8 £
к
 ). (2 12) 





 can onlv assume the values + I or - 1 Insert­
ing this into (211) we find in terms of the dimen-
sionless coupling У, = /}φ
ι 
«ι(»·) = - ^ - E[cosh(27,) t rÇo- sinh(2y>) t, τ0] 
xexp(-/3£ K ) 
= -cosh(2y v ) ( í r M'ü(0)) K 
* м п Ь ( 2 Л ) ( м « ' а ( 0 ) > к · (2 Π) 
where μ' is the disorder operator at which the path 















big 1 В flipping all spins indicdled with heavv dots line K, 
is deformed mio K2- r K and a recursion relation can be 
derived 
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with ι,,μ the spinor operator a,(r) while \,.μ 
corresponds to a, = a,(r + êv) Hence we obtain 
«,( r) = -cosh(2y4 ) Ä , ( r ) + smh(2J4 ) Ä,( г + л ) 
(2 14) 
In the same wa> one can generate one more rela­





 This relation is found using (he same argu­
ment but now the spmor operator a, is expressed 
in terms of a, and «4 which leads to 
s
, ( ' - + <?() = cosh(2./>)g,,('·4 êj 
- s i n h ^ A )*,(!•) (2 15) 
The other two relations that might be generated 
for this bond (namcl> b\ an application of the 
transformation to a2 and u4) turn out to be lin-
early dependent on (2 14) and (2 15) 
For 7
λ
 = 0 these relations reduce to the simple 
identities 
аЛг)=-яАг) нЛг + е>) = ііЛг + е>) (2 іб) 
while in the limn where У, -» χ we find 
* 2 ( ' ) = * , ( г + 0 « . ( ' H g a í r + O (2 17) 
as we will use in section 2 4 
Around each bound Jl we can derive in a 
similar wa> the following two independent rela-
tions 
«,(!•) = соьЬ(2У, ) gA(r) - sinh(2y, ) g-,(r + ê, ) 
(2 18) 
j?-,(r + i 1 ) = cosh(2y,)g2( /-+ê ) 
+ s.nh(2y )gl(r) (2 19) 
The conclusion is that for each bond two relations 
can be obtained that connect spinor correlation 
functions of different t>pe at neighbouring posi-
tions Such a closed and linear recursion relation 
between correlation functions is rather remarka-
ble For the Ising model it only holds for the 
special "ьршог" operators thai we are using A 
deeper anahsis which we shall not pursue here, 
shows that these operators are in fact related with 
the frce-fermion operators that arc found after the 
Jordan-Wigner transformation (14] as the key to 
the Ising model in the transfer matrix method A 
similar recursion relation for the free fermion 
operators has been derived b> Kadanoff via the 
transfer matrix method (18) The present recursion 
relation avoids the explicit use of the transfer 
matrix while the spinor operators are directlv 
defined on the two-dimensional net 
2 4 Determination of the intnal temperature 
We consider now the ( Μ λ ) Ising svstem on a 
rectangular lattice The correlation functions # (r) 
as defined in section 2 2 transform according to 
(2 14) (2 19) where the position dependence of 
the couplings should be taken into account At the 
critical point where the correlation length be 
conies infinite [19] the correlation functions deca> 
algebraicallv For the spinor correlation function 
one has at large distances in particular 
« „ M " * , » *A" as/•-» эс and Ö = 9 l (2 20) 
where (w A ) are the (reduced) lattice coordinates 
of r within an elementary cell This formula is a 
direct generalization of the formula ƒ;„('•) - к"г η 
that holds for the translation invariant lattice 
(The value of the exponent η = 1 can in fact be 
obtained from the recursion relations, but it does 
not concern us here ) Insertion of the relation 
(2 20) reduces the recursion relations (2 14)-(2 19) 
in the limit r -» x, to a closed set of linear equa 
lions between the amplitudes g"yí
 ί
 Taking the 
position dependence of the couplings into account 
one obtains 
*,'„
 A + cosh(2/; i j ) sj, 4 - sinh(2y:, J ? „ \ , A = 0 
(221) 
/г,!,
 + ц - < - о ^ ( 2 у ; 1 4 ) ^ , ( , 4 
+ ™h(2J„)k)g,mk=0 (2 22) 
ЯІи ι t-<-Oí>h(2y„', J A Í M U 
+ s i n h ( 2 / : Á ) j ? : , I , . l = 0 (2 23) 
χ» » ι * , ι -ьо^Мг/;, J я;, , ι * , 
-s.nh(2y„ 1 Jg, ', l l k = 0 (224) 
Since (m A ) is a reduced lattice coordinate these 
equations are subject to the periodicity relation 
K.",. « A + A = R,", * (2 25) 
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There are preuseh 4WÀ independenl relations 
between the 4V/A amplitudes g",
 k. that we mav 
-.umman/e as 
AdJ'-j')) J?::, A, = O (2 26) 
where the 4 VA x4MK transformation matrix A 
depends on the different couplings J,,)
 k and /,', ^ 
within an elememarv block I he demand that 
(2 26) has a non-trivial solution leads to (he con-
dition 
<lelA({J\J'))^0 (227) 
which determines the crincal temperature for the 
( Л/, A ) model with couplings {J ') and {J') 
To illustrate the method we consider for a 
moment the translation invariant Ising model (ι e 
the (1 I) model) in which case A has the simple 
form 
4 = 
I I co-,h(2J') -sinh(2Jy) 0 
s i n h ( 2 / - ) 0 1 -<.o%h<27 ) 
I 0 чіпЬ(2У') - < . o s h ( 2 . r ) 
- 4 i n h ( 2 7 ' ) - c o s h ( 2 y ) 1 0 
(2 28) 
Condition (2 27) reduces to 
s inh(2y < ) s 'nh(2y ' )= 1. (2 29) 
which is the familiar relation for the critical point 
of the translation invariant Ising model 
For more general periodic but planar nets, like 
the F slices of garnet, the critical temperature can 
be obtained b> first transforming these nets into 
(M. K) models, and then using (2 27) The trans­
formation of a general net into а (Л/. К) model is 
done, as will be shown explicitly in the next sec­
tion. via the introduction of extra bonds of strength 
zero or infinity Because the relations around these 
extra bonds of strength zero or infimlv reduce lo 
simple identities (like (2 16) and (2 17)) that can be 
subsliluled directly into ЛЦ./\ J'}), the dimen­
sion of the determinant that has to be calculated 
effectively reduces lo 2Λ' Χ 2Λ, with Л' the num­
ber of bonds in an elementary cell of the original 
structure 
For those (Λί, К) models where all bonds of 
strength zero arc in the χ direction and all infinite 
bonds are in the ν direction, the problem can be 
reduced further to the calculation of a 2M x 2 M 
determinant [20] This leads in the case of (1 A') 
models to a 2 x 2 determinant from which the 
critical point can be easily obtained As a result 
one recovers the relation (2 3) Since this further 
reduction does in general not apply to the ( W, A' ) 
models that result from the F slices, we shall not 
present the details here 
4.3 Application to garnet 
.? / Deiermmaiion of the crunal temperature of l· 
In the case of garnet, ten F slices have been 
determined [2]. which can be labeled according to 
their crvslallographic directions The slices could 
be simplified by the removal of attached ions and 
oxygen via the "tetrahedron model" [21] In fig 
4a. an example of such a simplified F slice for the 
direction {220) is shown The nodes А. С and D in 
the net correspond to possible locations of positive 
ions The negative ions (oxygen) have been summed 
out with the help of the tetrahedron model In this 
model one obtains [21] a simple relation that 
transforms the original АО. CO and DO bond 
energies into energies for the bonds AD, DC, CC 
and AC, shown in fig 4a In principle, also a 
four-ion interaction is generated under the tetra­
hedron transformation However, as we will see. 
this can be safely neglected Hence the King net 
representing the F slice is complete!) specified 
once the ratios of ihe original bonds are known 
The ratio φ
Ο Α
 φ ( κ φ ο η can be obtained by 
application of quantum chemical rules or by calcu­
lations from the heals of evaporation We will use 
results of Povarennvkh [22], that were found by 
the first method In table 1 some ratios for differ­
ent natural and synthetic garnets are listed [23] It 
wa> found, in fact, that data obtained from the 
heals of evaporation agree rather well with these 
data 
The final step that we need, in order to calcu­
late the critical point, is to represent the nets as 
( Μ. К ) models This is easily done for planar nets 
by cutting the nodes of the net at appropriate 
points, after which the net can he deformed into a 
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Fig 4 (a) F slice (220), of garnet aflcr application of the 
tetrahedron transformation Heav\ bars indicate double bonds 
The full unit cell is obtained bv reflection in the centers ol 
symmetry A (b) Transformation of the (220), slice into a ( M 
К ) structure Wiggled bonds have strength infinit\ 
rectangular net, points on the rectangular net that 
are related to the same node on the original net are 
subsequently connected with bonds of infinite 
strength This ensures that only identical states are 
allowed for these points, as on the original lattice 
In this way fig 4b represents precisely the F slice 
shown in fig 4a The complete unit cell can then 
be obtained through reflection in the centers of 
symmetry. A, and we get in fact a (12, 4) model 
There are three F slices that contain some cross-
Table 1 
Ratio of bond energies before Ihe tetrahedron transformation 
for some lypes of natural and synthetic garnets a* found by 
quantum chemical rules [22 23] 
Garnet l\pe Formula 







Ca,Al j (Si0 4 ) , 
Ca,Fe,(Si0 4 ) , 















mg bonds These nets cannot be represented as 
planar ( Μ К ) models so our formalism does not 
apply directly However, by putting the weakest of 
the crossing bonds equal to zero, we get a planar 
structure that supplies a lower limit for the critical 
temperature On the other hand, if we put a cou­
pling between endpomts of crossing bonds in­
finite, we find a planar structure that yields an 
upper bound It turns out that the upper and lower 
bounds, obtained in this way are rather close, so 
that the critical temperature is still well approxi­
mated by our method An example is the F slice 
corresponding to the direction {211}, shown in fig 
5a The (M K) nets yielding upper, respectively 
lower, bounds for the critical temperature of this F 
slice are shown in fig 5b and fig 5c 
We now apply the method, introduced in the 
previous section, to locale the critical temperature 
of the F slices of the natural garnet grossulanties, 
for which the largest number of morphological 
data are known [24] We express the dimensionless 
critical temperature β1 in terms of the energy of 
the DO bond, ι e 
в^-ікТ/ч^оУ (3 1) 
The critical bond energies JOA, J o c and J O D follow 
straightforwardly with the help of table 1 
The results are collected in table 2 One can 







as used for grossulante, the critical temperatures 
for the forms {321), and {332}, are exactly zero In 
fact, this means that they are no longer (con­
nected) F slices, but become S slices, as one would 
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Fig 5 (a) F slice (211) l of garnet after application of the tetrahedron transformation As there are trossing bonds the strutture is 
non planar (b) Bv connecting the cndpoinls С and D of the crossing bonds through a (horizontal) bond of infinite strength the (211 ), 
slice is transformed into a planar ( M A ) structure \ielding an upper bound for the critical temperature (b) Bv neglecting the weakest 
of each pair of crossing bonds a planar ( *ƒ A" ) structure that constitutes a louer bound for the critical temperature of the (21 !)[ slice 
is found 
Table 2 
Critical temperature в1- = (kT/tçl)0} and (dimensionless) bond energies after the tetrahedron transformation for grossulante the 
different Г slices are primaril> indicated with their crystallographic direction for the slices thai are non planar an upper and lower 


















































(•Pec / < P D A ) L 
3 8 x 1 0 ' 
6 1 X10 ' 
1 8 x 1 0 ' 
3 5X10 ' 
5 7 x 10 ' 
5 7 x 10 4 
1 0 x 1 0 ' 
5 0 X 1 0 " 
1 8 x 10 ' 
5 8 X 1 0 ' 
1 2 x 1 0 s 
(Тле /<ΓΙ>ΑΙ' 
8 9 x 1 0 1 
163X10 ' 
3 6X10 ' 
8 0 x 1 0 1 
1 4 9 x 1 0 ' 
8 9X10 " 
1 7X10 ' 
7 7 x 1 0 4 
3 4 x 1 0 ' 
9 2 x 1 0 4 
1 4 x 1 0 ί 
( Ф а г / Т п л ) ' 
- 1 4 x 1 0 ' 
< 0 Х Ш ' 
1 8 x 10 1 
- 1 2 x 1 0 ' 
4 8 X 10 ' 
5 6 X 10 4 
9 9 x 10 4 
- 4 9 X 10 4 
- 1 7 X 1 0 ' 
- 5 »X 10 4 
- 1 2 x 10 ' 
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expeci in the limiting case where φ 0 ( /qr,,,, —» О 
Thal this happens alread> for finite τ ( Κ / φ ( > [ ) is 
remarkable because it shows that a topological 
structure of connected bonds does not completely 
determine the slice character This is a conse­
quence of the fact that the couplings У
лс
 and У( (. 
after the tetrahedron transformation, are bounded 
and go exponenliallv to zero in the low tempera­
ture liriiil. whereas У[)( and JnA grow onl> linearK 
with 1/7" The (non-linear) trajectory followed in 
coupling space as a function of temperature re­
mains in this case above the critical surface, and 
no transition is found for T> 0. 
In table 2 we also give the (dimensionless) bond 
energies ./„д at the critical point and the ratios 
Λ>\·Λη Λ< y^t after the tetrahedron transfor-
i о о г os 
R oc 
5 о г од 
too' i 
5 0 7. 
1007. 
з о г 
Fig 6 Critical lemperalures θ1- ( χ ) and frequencv of oixurrente from morphologicjl studies R (O) of fjces wiih differenl directions, 
for various t>pes of natural garnet Along the horizontal axis the fates are numbered according to decreasing thickness I = (211}. 
2 = (220), 3 - (121). 4 = (400). 5 = (420), 6 = (332) 
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malion The last column gives (he ratio between 
Урд and the strength of the four-ion interaction 
( Ç A Î [ , V ( V( ) that is also generated under the tetra 
hedron transformation This four ion interaction 
leads in the one-laver model to a three ion interac 
lion which is staggered (ι e alternates in sign) due 
to the fact that the fourth ion (C ) is half the lime 
above the laver (ι e fluid çc = - 1) and half the 
time below the la>er (i e solid i t - + 1 ) Hence 
the critical temperature cannot depend on the sign 
of this three-ion interaction, which means that it 
can onlv alter ^ in second order Since its energv 
as found in table 2 is also small we can safcK 
neglect Us influence on 0 ' 
? 2 Comparison и ith morphologic al data 
In the same way we determine the critical tem­
perature of the F slices of other garnets (with 
different chemical composition) listed in table 1 It 
is interesting to compare the results with observed 
data as found from morphological studies In fig 6 
the critical temperatures of faces with different 
directions are presented for various l>pes of natu 
ral garnets Whenever there were two possible F 
slices for the same direction the most dominant 
one was taken ι e the one with the largest critical 
temperature In the same figure we compare this 
with the frequency of occurrence for that direction 
on the growth forms as found by Pabsl [24| 
We see that {211) and (110) are theoreticalK the 
most important forms in agreement with observed 
crystallographic forms Because the F slice for the 
{211} direction is non-planar, upper and lower 
limits for the exact critical temperature » e r e ob­
tained as described in section 3 1 An inspection 
of fig 6 shows that an increase in the relative 
strength of the bonds φ 0 ( / φ Ο Λ leads to a shift in 
the dominance of {211} over {110} For gros 
sularite for instance {110} is both according to 
our results and according to morphological data 
the dominant form In the case of spessanlc the 
situation is reversed now the critical temperature 
of the {110} form mav well be lower than that of 
the {211} form This shift in relative importance is 
indeed reflected in the data of Pabst [24] The 
same tendency is observed [25] and calculated for 
the synthetic garnets YIG and YAG in Y I G both 
(110} and {211} are dominant whereas for YAG it 
is only {110} 
The remaining forms {121} {100} {210} and 
{412} have critical temperatures at much lower 
values explaining their low frequencv of occur 
rence The relative importance of these directions 
as derived from their critical temperatures is not 
in all cases reflected bv the morphological data 
but this mav be a result from the poor statistics of 
faces occurring with low frequencv In andradile 
the ordening of critical temperatures for these four 
forms agrees with the data of Pabst 
As the sequence of growth directions used in 
fig 6 follows the order of thickness of the corre 
spondmg lavers, we see both from our results and 
from experimental data that the morphological 
importance does nol follow straightforwardlv from 
a t h i c k n e s s analys i s as in the classical 
Bravais F r i e d e l - D o n n a y - H a r k e r law [26 27] The 
deviations from this law found by Pabst [24] can 
now be explained via the H a r t m a n - Perdok theory 
with the help of the present method to locate the 
critical temperatures Furthermore our findings 
constitute a justification of the proportionality as­
sumption [23] on which table 1 is based 
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4.4 Application to Paraffin 
As the F-slices of paraffin are also identified (28) the present method to 
determine the morphological importance of growth directions is applicable to 
it. This is of interest because for paraffin the slices are much more aniso­
tropic than in the case of garnet, so the present method can be tested in 
those situations. The reason for this anisotropy is that in paraffin there are 
two types of bonds, the strong lateral bonds between chains of carbon atoms 
lying sideways and the weaker vertical bonds between endpoints of chains. 
d d' 
d Νζ d X^ 
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Figure 7: 
Three characteristic F-slices in the case of paraffin: 
(a) (001). containing only lateral bonds 
(b) (111), containing strong lateral bonds and vertical bonds 
(c) (ΙΟΊ), containing -weak lateral bonds and vertical bonds 
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The bonds in paraffin are of the van der Waals type, in contrast to garnet 
where the bonds are ionogenic covalent. For that reason the approximation 
by which only nearest neighbour interactions are taken into account is less ad 
hoc in the case of paraffin than in the case of garnet. 
The eight F-slices that are identified have a simpler structure than in the 
case of garnet: most of them are of a layered triangular or a layered square 
type. With respect to the bonds that are present three different situations 
can be identified: First, like in the case of the (001)-direction (see Fig.7a), 
all bonds are of the lateral type Ф-.Ф . · * ^ o r *d' ' ^ 3 t ' l e r e a r e s o m e crossing 
bonds in this situation a lower and upper limit for the critical temperature 
has to be estimated. Then there is the situation where some bonds are of the 
strong lateral type Φγ,,Φ^ or φ·, while the other bonds are of the vertical 
type Φ.,ΦΓ,ΦΟ. or Φ ι . This occurs for the directions (110),, (110),,, (111) e ι g g ι ¿ 
(see Fig.7b), (010) and (011). Finally, in the case of (100) and (10Ϊ) (see 
Fig.7c) bonds are of the weak lateral type φ or of the vertical type Φ-,ΦΓ,Φ-
a e ι g 
and 0 ,. 
Coupling strengths are taken as a function of the number of carbon-atoms 
in a chain. For reference the relative strength of the strongest one, in fact 
the lateral bond 0.1, is fixed to the value one, as in the case of garnet. 
The other relative strengths that were used for the actual calculation are in-
Figure 8: 
Relative coupling strength as a function 











= 0 f f . * =Фе. * ^ 0 f 
(scaZe on the right). Normalization is 
taken on the strongest bond 0 ., as in 
the case of garnet. 
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dicated in Figure 8. Because all lateral bonds Ф-'^Ъ'^а'^а' b e c o m e stronger 
as the number of С-atoms in a chain increases, their relative strengths are 
not altered much. In contrast the strength of the weaker vertical bonds 
0 ,Φ-,Φ ,Φ , are not influenced by the number of C-atoms in a chain, so their 
relative strengths with respect to the lateral 0 d i-bond is influenced more 
strongly. 
With these couplings the values of the dimensionless critical temperature: 
0 е = кТ/фд. (4.1) 
or its inverse, the dimensionless critical coupling: 
J c = 0H, / kT (4.2) 
can be determined. 
In Figure 9 the results for J c are indicated for chains of 15 upto 41 car­
bon-atoms. The actual strengths of the other bonds at criticality can be cal­
culated from Eq.(4.2) via their relative values (Fig. 8) . The lower- and up­
per-limit for the (001)-direction (Fig.7a) are again sufficiently sharp to 




' * * ' * " Dimensionless critical couplings F for 
the different F- slices of paraffin as a 
и І • i ι І ι Ì ι ; ι i ι f i ; ι f • ? ! f i ? ι г function of the number of Carbon atoms 
5 2 0
 " » 35 40 in
 α
 chain: Q=(1ÓT), * =(100). * =(011), 
N C . X=(010) , © =(110) , + =(111), ®=(001) . 
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agreement with experiments from which it is known that paraffin crystals are 
flat, diamond-shaped with (001) as the most dominant direction. This was to 
be expected because (001) contains lateral bonds in both x- and y-direction 
whereas all other slices are made up of lateral bonds in the one and the 
weaker vertical bonds in the other direction. As the relative strength of the 
lateral bonds is not influenced much by the number of carbon-atoms (see 
Fig. 8) the critical coupling is not influenced much by the number of carbon-
atoms in a chain. 
The two possible F-slices of (110) and the F-slice of (111) (Fig. 7b) are in 
principle layered triangular. As they only differ in one of the weaker verti­
cal bonds ψ or 0, their morphological importance is nearly the same. Their 
relative order is not changed with an increasing number of carbon-atoms, as 
the relative strength of φ and фг is not interchanged either. As the relative 
strengths of the vertical bonds become weaker with respect to the lateral 
bonds at an increasing number of С-atoms, the morphological importance of 
the growth directions (110), (111), (010) and (011) becomes weaker with re­
spect to (001), indicated by an increasing J c . 
For the weakest directions (100) and (101) (Fig.7c) the dependence on the 
number of С-atoms in a chain is stronger. The reason for this is that these 
F-slices are less anisotropic than the other F-slices, because they are made 
up of the weak lateral 0 -bond and the vertical bonds. The relative differ­
ences in strength between these couplings is much smaller than for the other 
lateral bonds, so the decrease in relative strength of the vertical bonds is 
felt stronger. 
Comparing the results for the directions (110), (111), (010) and (011) 
with those for (100) and (101) it becomes clear that the present method takes 
topological differences in the F-slices into account. This is in contrast with 
the method that considers E ц (2): in that case different strengths in x-
and y-direction are summed out, so isotropic situations, with strengths in x-
and y-direction that are approximately the same, can not be distinguished 
-84-
from strong anisotropic situations with the same total bond-strength. In iso-
tropic situations, like in the case of garnet, predictions of the morphological 
order via both methods agree well with experimental data. However in aniso-
tropic situations, like for the slices (HO), (111), (100) and (Oil) of paraffin, 
a different behaviour can be found and the present method is more correct. 
Additional Reference: 




Cross-Over to Classical Behaviour for an Ising· Model with Vacancies 
I . Cumulant Approach 
In the next part of this thesis the Ising model is no longer studied on а Ыо 
dimensional planear· lattice but on simple hypercubic lattices •with dimensions 
varying up to d=4. Central are the questions how in a real space renormali-
zation group approach the cross-over to classical behaviour takes place at a 
critical dimension d and how critical indices behave as a function of dimen­
sionality . 
In the underlying chapter this is studied with the use of the cumulant 
method, which is a real space renormalization group method. By introducing 
the concept of vacancies a fixed point structure is obtained that is capable to 
describe the cross-over to classical behaviour as arising from the merging of 
two fixed points. In this way contact is made between the real space and the 
momentum space renormalization method, where this mechanism is a well known 
result of the ε-expansion. The indices found are an improvement over those 
obtained by the same method applied to the Ising model without vacancies. 
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CROSS-OVER TO CLASSICAL BEHAVIOUR FOR AN ISING MODEL 
WITH VACANCIES 
J J M RIJPKHMA .ind H J l· KNOPS 
fnstifuiit loor Theoretisihe Fwika, К I' Ntimenen, Jhe Netherlands 
Received 9 March 1981 
Л real space renormali/ation is applied to the Ismg model for d "· 4, allowing for the generation 
of vacancies A fixed point structure is obtained that reflects the cross-over to classical behaviour 
as known from t-expansion The exponents found are an improvement over those obtained by 
the same method applied to the Ismg model without vacancies 
5.1 Introduction 
It is generally accepted that at dimensionality d = 4 the critical behaviour of 
an ordinary critical system, like an Ising system, crosses over from non-
classical behaviour below d = 4 to classical (or Gaussian) behaviour above 
d = 4. This belief is strongly supported by the fixed-point structure, that 
emerges from the e-expansion in the momentum-space renormalization of 
Wilson12). In this approach two fixed points are found below d = 4. One fixed 
point, with a single relevant eigenvalue, controls the critical behaviour, while 
the second one (which is the Gaussian fixed point) has two relevant eigen­
values and is consequently identified1) with tricritical behaviour. At d = 4 the 
two fixed points cross and for d > 4 it is the Gaussian fixed point (which now 
has a single relevant eigenvalue) that controls the critical behaviour. 
In this paper we want to study the question whether it is possible to find a 
similar structure within a real space renormalization calculation. In the usual 
set-up of such a calculation only a single critical fixed point is found. A 
typical example is the Kadanoff variational method4 ') applied to the Ising 
model. This method yields exponents that are very accurate for d < 4 and that 
even approach the classical values for d = 4. However, for d > 4 no cross­
over to a classical fixed point is indicated. This is to be expected since in the 
traditional real space renormalization an Ising system is mapped into a (short 
ranged) Ising system. This procedure truncates the parameter-space available 
for the renormalized interaction so severely that no room remains for a 
second (tricritical) fixed point. 
This situation is similar to that of the real space renormalization applied to 
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<i genci.ili/ation of the King model, rumely ihe q siale Polls model (in two 
dimensions) Take again Ihe example of the Kadanoff variational method It 
yields") atuirate exponents for ц<4 but fails to show the expected cross­
over to a first order transition for 4 ^ 4 Recenlly it was shown ") that this 
failure can be cured by allowing the renormalized model to develop 'vacan­
cies ' representing disordered cell configurations In this enlarged parameter 
space a (ncntical fixed point is present that separates the critical (Potts) fixed 
point from a first order fixed point, that controls the transition between the 
"vacant" respectively "occupied" phases It turns out that the first order 
transition for q > 4 is obtained in this renormalization procedure by an 
annihilation of the critical and tricntical fixed point at q = 4 
In the same way one would expect that, by allowing vacancies to develop in 
the renormalized Ising model, a second (tricntical) fixed point will be found, 
that may interfere with the critical fixed point when the dimension of the 
system is increased The nature of this interference should be diflferent from 
that, found in the case of the Potts model Instead of an annihilation one 
hopes to find now a crossing of the two fixed points, in accord with the 
e expansion Actually what happens in case of the e expansion is only 
formally a crossing of two fixed points, since the non-Gaussian fixed point 
disappears for J > 4 in an un-physical (unstable) region of the parameter 
space, so that in fact only the Gaussian fixed point remains In the parameter 
space of the (short range) Ismg model with vacancies no such un-physical 
regions exist It will therefore be interesting to watch how this behaviour is 
reflected m a real space renormalization 
A second reason for the present investigation is that we feel it to be an 
important ingredient in the problem of the fixed point structure of the Potts 
model (with vacancies) as a function of q and d This problem attracts much 
attention at the moment Next to momentum space renormalization10) real 
space techniques" ") have been employed among which the Kadanoff varia­
tional method has been pushed up to d = 2 3P) With the present study we 
hope to shed some light on the question what fixed point structure is to be 
expected if one approaches d = 4 in real space calculation for q - 2 
The most reliable technique to use would probably be the Kadanoff 
variational method Although in principle still feasible for an Ising model with 
vacancies at d = 4 (number of couplings involved equals 81) it can hardly be 
extended to arbitrary q at this dimension (number of couplings 91 ^) Hence it 
seems worthwhile to see whether a much simpler procedure, like a first order 
cumulant expansion, is capable of producing at least qualitatively correct 
results 
The (first order) cumulant expansion involves only two coupling parameters 
in all dimensions The part in the calculation which becomes still time 
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consuming in higher dimensions is the evaluation of cell averages. The 
amount of time spent hereby does not compare with the accuracy that is 
expected anyway from a first order calculation. Therefore we supplement the 
cumulant calculation with a bond shifting procedure to calculate the cell-
averages. It turns out that this modification has only a minor effect in the case 
of the (pure) Ising model up to four dimensions. 
In the next section we discuss the modified cumulant expansion. Our main 
result, the application of this method to Ising systems with vacancies for 
d 3=3, is presented in the third section. 
5.2 Outline of the method 
The basic procedure in a real-space renormalizalion calculation14) is to 
divide the original lattice into cells of spins, forming a lattice with the same 
structure, and to assign a new cell-spin μ to each cell. In the usual set up this 
spin is of the same nature as that on the original lattice (e.g. Ising spin). 
However, as explained in the introduction, it will be of interest to allow more 
freedom to this cell-spin in our case. This will be done in the next section; for 
the moment we want to present a modified version of the cumulant expansion 
that we shall use later. 
On the new lattice of cell-spins one defines a Hamillonian Η'({μ}), such 
that the total free energy is conserved: 
Η'({μ})=ΙηΣ W í ^ b M l e " " " " . (2.1) 
M 
Here Η({σ}) is the Hamiltonian on the original lattice of <r-spins, Υν({μ},{(τ}) 
is a (normalized) weight-function for the cell-spin configuration {μ}, given a 
lattice-spin configuration {σ} and the sum runs over all possible {σ}-
configurations of the lattice. 
In the cumulant expansion the sum over all {(reconfigurations is evaluated 
through a division of Η({σ}) into two parts: Η„{{σ}) containing all interactions 
within a cell and V({(r}) describing all interactions between different cells. The 
cumulant expansion then reads 
Н ' ( Ы ) = І п ^ VV({M},{(r})e"»,|"l, + {V),(|i+!{<V2)(,(,-(V>¡/„}+·· , (2.2) 




 = (2.3) 
S^W^bMie""""" 
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In ihe first order cumulant approximation, that will be used throughout the 
rest of this article, one then neglects all terms of order 2 and higher in V. 
At this point the evaluation of Η'({μ}) is much easier than in the original 
problem (2.1), because sums over different cells factorise. However, when the 
dimension of the hypercubic cells increases, it requires still a lot of computer-
time to evaluate the cell-averages, by summing over all possible lattice-spin 
configurations of a single cell. 
It turns out that a second approximation, which basically evaluates the 
cell-averages via a bond-shifting procedure, hardly affects the numerical 
accuracy of the method. In this second approximation an interaction of 
strength J between two nearest neighbour spins in a cell is replaced by an 
interaction of strength J between all pairs of spins within the same cell. The 
strength J is adjusted in order to get the same average coupling of a single 
lattice-spin. 
The advantage of this approximation clearly is that one needs no longer to 
be concerned with the spatial {a}-spin distribution. An additional advantage is 
the possibility to consider the dimensional dependence in more detail, because 
not the dimension d but only the number (z = 2J) of spins in a single cell 
needs to be integer. 
In order to get a feeling for the effect of this second approximation, the 
Ising model on a hypercubic lattice is considered, with Hamiltonian 
Η ( Μ ) = ./Σ(τ,σ,, (2.4) 
di) 
where the sum runs over all nearest neighbour pairs and J contains the factor 
-kT. We then divide the Hamiltonian Η into an intra-cell part Ho and an 
inter-cell part V, and replace the Hamiltonian Ho within a cell by 
Ho({o-}) = J Σ σ,σ,, (2.5) 
i ' ι 
where (using a scaling factor / = 2) 
( 2 J - 1 ) J = J J . (2.6) 
For the weight-function ({д}, {σ}) a majority-rule is choosen, which assigns 
spin iip(down) to a cell when the majority of lattice spins within a cell is 
up(down), and which divides equally between both cases wher the number of 
up and down spins within a cell is the same. The results for the fixed point J, 
and thermal eigenvalue yi are summarised in table I. 
In order to obtain the magnetic eigenvalue ун a perturbation 
Hpir({<r}) = h Σ <τ, (2.7) 
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is added to H and first order terms in h are kept14). The results are also 
presented in table I. 
Comparing the results for the different methods one can see that the 
cumulant results are not affected strongly by replacing H„ by Й„. Therefore 
we will use this modified cumulant expansion in the next section. 
5.3 The Ising model with vacancies in higher dimensions 
In the usual renormalization treatment of the Ising model, the spin assigned 
to a cell is connected with the sign of the majority of lattice-spins in that cell. 
But when the lattice-spins in a cell are in a disordered configuration it seems 
less reasonable to represent that cell by a pure Ising state, because it will have 
little aligning effects on neighbouring cells. For this reason it has been 
proposed1*) to represent such a cell by a vacancy, with a cellspin μ = (). As 
interactionHamiltonian 
H ( M ) = J 2 ^ , - J 2 > ; O.I) 
Ol) ι 
will be used, where σ can now take the values ±l,0. The parameter Λ is a 
chemical potential, that controls the number of vacancies (A = —•χ-: pure Ising 
case). 
This Hamiltonian is often referred to as the Blume-Capel model'"). The 
general interaction for a spin - I model (Blume-Hmery-Griffiths model'*'9) 
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contains also a biquadratic term representing the interaction between vacan­
cies. Since such a term is not generated in a first order cumulant expansion we 
only need to consider the Blume-Capel coupling parameters. 
For the weight-function \ν({μ},{(Γ}), that determines the connection be­
tween the lattice- and cell-spins, we choose a version that depends only on the 
total spin S = Σ, (г, of the cell. A cell configuration with a total spin (in 
absolute value) smaller than λ is assigned with probability W = 1 lo a 
vacancy. Configurations with a larger total spin value are assigned with an 
increasing probability to cell-spins ± 1 . It turns out that the fixed point 
structure depends strongly on the parameter λ. Therefore this parameter 
needs to be specified later. The results are rather insensitive to the precise 
way in which the probability for the occurence of a vacancy decreases, once 
the total cell-spin is larger than λ. We found it convenient to take a linear 
decay, as shown in fig. 1. 
Using this weight-function we apply the modified cumulant expansion, 
described in the previous section, to the present case. One finds in general 
two non-trivial fixed points in the ./,»1-parameter space of a hypercubic lattice 
of dimension d(z = l"1 is chosen to be integer). One fixed point, with a single 
relevant eigenvalue, is identified with the Ising critical point, the other, which 
has two relevant eigenvalues, represents the tricritical behaviour7 1 9). 
It turns out that this fixed point structure depends strongly on the value of 
the parameter λ. An increase in λ( at fixed d) leads soon to an annihilation of 
the critical and tricritical fixed point. It is therefore crucial to find a way to 
specify this parameter. We have little hope to find an accurate intrinsic 
criterion within the present simplified calculation. Instead we make use of the 
fact that above d = 3 a fixed point with a Gaussian critical index у ( = 2 is 
expected. This fixed point describes the tricritical behaviour for d < d, = 4 
and the critical behaviour for d > di =4. Consequently we determine λ so 
that one of the fixed points has an index y, = 2. This happens for lower 
w 
« '0 
1 » » 1 1 ί 1 1 \ , , , 
Ι ο ι α I spι η S 
Kip 1 Wcipht-fi inclion W (μ = 0. .S) for ccll-confìgur.ilions ν. ith tol.il spin .S' .is used ,it dimension 
ύ = 3 where A = 2 1987 The values of Η'(μ = - t l . S) follow from norm.ih/.ition and symmetry 
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dimensions along the tricritical branch, while above d = 3.46 the value vj - 2 
is found along the critical branch. This picture is consistent with the crossing 
of the critical and tricritical point, found within the e-expansion The present 
calculation yields dt = 3.36, which is not too bad in view of its simplicity 
Another numerical indication for the consistency of the method is the value 
found for the index y1 of the critical fixed point for d < d, (fig. 2). The value 
>·/ = 1.680 in d = 3 compares favourably with the accepted value Vj = 1.587's), 
since an ordinary first order cumulant calculation yields _V( = 1.246. 
1 1 1 1 1—• 1 1 г- г 
3 0 J 5 
d i m e n s i o n 
Eig 2. Critical and tricritical thermal indices vr: (rcsp • and •) and м (resp V and \ ) for the 
Uing model wilh vacancies for dimensions between d = Я and J — 4 The modified firsl order 
cumulant method, as described in section 2, is used 
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Тлні ι II 
f-]gtnv«ilucs of the King model with v.ic.mtics for j cubic 
l.ithce, at dimension d - 1 I he modified first order cumulant 
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То obtain the magnetic eigenvalues, a perturbation 
Η
ρ
Λ{σ}) = h Σ <r. + L Σ (σ,σ) + σ,σ;) (3.2) 
ι (и) 
is added to the original Hamiltonian (3.1) and an expansion, keeping first order 
terms in h and L, is made. The magnetic and thermal eigenvalues for the 
critical and tricritical fixed point at d = 3 are collected in table II. 
Notice that in all cases the values found are an improvement over the 
values obtained in a first order cumulant calculation for an Ising model 
without vacancies (table I). Also the magnetic exponent at d,,yH = 2.684, is in 
good agreement with the Gaussian value, ун = 2.5. 
As explained in the introduction, the region above d( poses a problem to a 
real space calculation. In the e-expansion to the critical fixed point disappears 
after crossing the Gaussian fixed point in an unphysical part of the parameter 
space and the Gaussian fixed point describes in fact both the critical and 
tricritical behaviour for d > d, (compare e.g.21). In our real space calculation 
there is no unphysical region in the parameter space and fixed points can only 
cross. Fig. 2 shows that after crossing at d, the two fixed points remain very 
close, until they finally break away at d* ~ 3.8. This behaviour may be 
interpreted as the way in which a real-space renormalization tries to represent 
the actual fixed point structure for d > d
c
. 
We summarize by noting that the present calculation yields, in spite of its 
simple nature, a qualitatively correct picture of the cross-over to classical 
behaviour for higher dimensions. It shows that the inclusion of vacancies can 
improve the critical indices, especially in higher dimensions. In the future we 




(<i = 4) 
Tricrit ical 
fixed point 




> ι : 
V|4 
\ H I 
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plan to study more elaborate renormalization schemes, with the hope to 
improve in particular the values of d, and d*. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Cross -Over to Classical Behaviour for an Is ing Model with Vacancies 
II . Variational Approach 
In this chapter Kadanoffs variational renormalization group method is used for 
an Ising model with vacancies ai dimensions up to d=4, to study the cross-
over to classical behaviour. It has as advantage over the cumulant method, 
used in the previous chapter, that all free parameters are set by a variationai 
method, while the accuracy of the critical exponents is known to be surpris-
ingly good. Up to a cross-over dimensions d=3.4 both an optimal critical and 
tricritical fixed point are located -with critical indices that agree well with oth-
er data. At d=3.4 both fixed points merge representing in this way the 
cross-over to classical behaviour. At d>3.4 indications are found that the 
two fixed points do not annihilate but form a "marginal" pair that describes 
both critical and tricritical behaviour. 
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By using Kadanoff's variational renormalization group method an Ising model with vacancies is 
investigated for dimensions up to ¿ = 4 to study the crossover to classical behavior Up to a cross-
over dimension (ƒ—3 4, both an optimal critical and tncntical fined point are located with critical 
indices that agree well with other data At d~3 4, both fixed points merge representing in this лау 
the crossover to classical behavior At d > 3 4, indications are found that the two fixed points do 
not annihilate but form a "marginal" pair that describes both critical and Ineriti dl behavior 
6 . 1 INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that multicntical systems show an 
"upper critical dimensionahty" d
c
 above which mean-field 
theory gives exact results and the system behaves classical­
ly For critical systems this dimension is equal to 4, 
whereas tncntical systems become classical above dimen­
sionality а
с
^=Ъ The mechanism by which this crossover 
to classicality takes place can be learned from an € expan-
sion around dc with a Landau-Wilson type of Hamiltoni-
an ' 2 Using a momentum-space renormalization the fol-
lowing picture results around d = 4 ' Below d = 4 two 
fixed points are present, one, with a single relevant eigen-
value, controls the cntical behavior, while a second one 
(the Gaussian or classical fixed point), with two relevant 
eigenvalues, separates the cntical line from a tnple line 
and controls tncntical behavior At d = 4 these two fixed 
points cross and for d > 4 the Gaussian fixed point (which 
now has a single relevant eigenvalue) desenbed both cnti-
cal and tncntical behavior through the presence of 
"dangerous irrelevant vanables M The other, nonclassical, 
fixed point disappears in an unphysical (unstable) region 
of parameter space 
In contrast, if one uses a real-space renormalization 
method for actual microscopic models like the Ising 
model and one concentrates on the cntical behavior noth-
ing special happens as dimensionality is increased ! In 
fact no crossover to classical behavior is found above an 
upper cntical dimensionality dc The reason for this is 
clear if one recalls the mechanism by which the crossover 
takes place in the renormalization of the Landau-Wilson 
Hamiltonian in the coupling space of the simple Ising 
model there is no second (tncntical) fixed point that can 
cross the cntical one 
The question then anses whether this crossover can be 
seen in a real-space renormalization of models with a nch-
er fixed-point structure One of the simplest microscopi-
cal models with both an Ising-hke cntical fixed point and 
a tncntical fixed point is the Blume-Capel model 6 It is a 
spin-1 model with (in its most simple form) a Hamiltonian 
Η = . / Σ < 7 , σ ; - Δ 2 > ί , (11) 
U,1 
where σ takes the values 0, •·• 1 and Δ serves as a chemical 
potential for the <7 = 0 states One can consider the 
Blume-Capel model as an Ising model with an additional 
vacancy state σ = 0 This opens the possibility of a more 
appropnate representation under renormalization of cells 
with a disordered spin configuration by assigning a vacan­
cy to such a cell As will be seen, this is precisely what 
happens for ihe optimal choice of the weight function as 
the dimension increases The idea of introducing vacan­
cies to represent ' disordered cells" was first put forward 
by Nienhuis et al ,7 whe used it successfully to reproduce 
in a real-space renormalization the crossover from second-
to first-order cntical behavior in the (two-dimensional) q-
state Potts model at q = \ 8 
The Blume-Capel model has been studied by several 
methods In the mean-field approximation (MFA) the re­
sults provide a qualitative descnption of the true behavior 
The phase diagram one finds looks very similar to the 
phase diagram that results from a Landau-Wilson Hamil­
tonian 
H = - ƒ dR\(4SY + T | S | 2 + u | S ' 4 ] (12) 
at d <4 in the (r,u) space in both cases a cntical line C, 
controlled by a cntical point, is separated from a tnple 
line Γ by a tncntical point ς 
Renormalization techniques were also applied, mostly 
at low dimensionalities Berker and Wortis used a cluster 
approximation at d = 2 and found in this way a phase dia­
gram with the same main features as in the MFA 1 0 
Yeomans and Fisher made use of the Migdal technique, 
which works good at dimensions <i = l + f but gives poor 
results at higher dimensions n Burkhardt used the Ka­
danoff lower-bound renormalization method for d =2 and 
3, giving accurate cntical exponents l 2 In a previous pilot 
study we found, using a cumulant method for dimen­
sionality up to d = 4 , that there exists a cntical dimension 
Í Í C ^ 3 36 ..t which the cntical and tncntical fixed points 
cross 13 However, the method used in this study has a low 
numencal accuracy and the free parameters in the weight 
function could not be determined via an intnnsic method 
but were set in a rather ad hoc manner 
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The aim of this paper is lo study Blume-Capel model 
for dimensionalides up to d = 4 with the more elaborate 
Kadanoff lower-bound variational method 14 " The great 
advantage of this method is that all free parameters are set 
b) a variational method, whereas the accuracy of the criti-
cal exponents is known to be surprisingly good In a way, 
the present calculations are an extension of Burkhardt's 
work on the same model for d =2 and 3 l2 However, he 
did not succeed in finding an optimal tncntica! fixed 
point in d — 3, whereas the present, more extensive search 
shows that there still exists such a fixed point for d = 3 
It can be followed to even higher dimensions until it 
merges with the critical fixed point at dc~i 4 As the 
spin-1 model is equivalent to a diluted two-state Potts 
model our calculations can also be considered as an exten 
sion of an earlier variational study of the diluted 9-state 
Polls model with variable q and dimensions up to 
<i=2 3 " 
Once the existence of a critical dimension is established, 
this paper addresses, in particular, the following questions 
First, it is striking that a straightforward application of 
the Kadanoff method to the ordinary Ising model for dl 
mensions approaching d = 4 reproduces quite accurately 
the deviation of the critical exponents from their classical 
values (as found from the € expansion), though no cross-
over to classical behavior occurs due to the absence of a 
tncntical fixed point ' From this one can conclude that 
the approach of a tncntical field point does not strongly 
influence the relevant eigenvalues of the critical fixed 
point, as long as d <Λ This fact is supported by the 
present analysis 
Next, the behavior of the fixed points above d
c
 is of 
special interest because the parameter space of the 
Blume-Capel model has, in contrast to the Landau-Wilson 
approach, no unphysical region where the nonclassical 
fixed point can disappear If one supposes that the picture 
found in momentum-space renormalization of a single 
fixed point separating the critical from the triple line still 
prevails in the real-space renormalization, one should find 
a fixed point with a marginal eigenvalue along the (com­
mon) direction of the cntical and tnple line The reason is 
that an irrelevant eigenvalue would imply that both Τ and 
С are cntical while a relevant eigenvalue would require a 
second (cntical) fixed point to make С cntical In this 
respect the expected fixed-point structure for the Ising 
model at d > d
c
 differs from that found for the Potts 
model at q > q
e
 where two fixed points simply annihilate 
to yield first-order behavior controlled by a ground-state 
fixed point ' 
Finally, the way in which the indices of the tncntical 
fixed point change for d > 3 also deserve some attention 
As is known, this fixed point is expected to be desenbed 
by the Gaussian fixed point ' However, an orthodox scal­
ing description of this fixed point is not possible for d > 3 
due to the presence of a dangerous irrelevant vanable17 by 
which one finds a Gaussian set of indices [yT = 2, 
УІ =4—d, and уц — ( l + d / 2 ) ] in one region (the disor­
dered region) but classical tncntical indices [yT = 2d/}, 
yt=d/3, and у и = 5d/6ì] m another region" (the ordered 
region) It is о prion not clear which set of cntical indices 
will be found in a real-space calculation 
Section II is devoted to the introduction of the Blume-
Capel model on a hypcrcubic lattice and shows how the 
lower-bound vanational method is adapted to this model 
In Sec III the resultirg fixed-point structure is discussed 
and the issues raised above are taken up again 
6 . 2 THE KADANOFF LOWER-BOUND 
VARIATIONAL METHOD 
AND THE BLUME-CAPEL MODEL 
In the present analysis the Blume-Capel model on a hy-
percubic lattice plays a central role It has in its onginal 
form a Hamiltonian 
-ßjy=H=J J σ , σ ; - Δ 2 > ? . (2 1) 
where σ takes the values 0, ± 1 and Δ serves as a chemical 
potential for the <τ=0 (vacancy) state in the case 
Δ = — oc the σ = 0 state is no longer occupied and the 
model reduces to the ordinary Ising model As the in­
teraction between spins is restneted to the nearest-
neighbor type, only spins within elementary hypercubic 
cells couple, so the Hamiltonian (2 1) can, in fact, be con­
sidered as a sum over contributions of single hypercubic 
cells he 
tf = 2Ahc (22) 
he 
By performing an exact decimation on the initial Hamil­
tonian it is then possible to transform it into a Hamiltoni­
an, defined on a simple hypercubic lattice, which is com­
pletely symmetnc with respect to the interchange of any 
two spins in the same elementary hypercube 
Ahcl^i. ,CT N )=ln|2cosh[/(a 1 + +afl)]e-^+\\ 
- | - ( σ ; + +σΙ), (2 3) 
where N = 2d is the number of lattice points in a single 
cell For d = 2 this can be done by summing out every 
other spin on a square lattice but at d = 3 one has to start 
with a bec lattice and sum out all central spins 
Permutation-symmetnc Hamiltonians like (2 3) are of 
special interest because it is known" that in this subspace 
the Kadanoff lower-bound vanational method works best 
In order to desenbe the general interaction in this sub-
space, it is convenient to introduce a set of permutation-
mvanant operators 
s
», » 2 = Σ
σ
ι σ.,^, + ι ^
ι + „ 2 (24) 
perm 
from which /ihc can be wntten in terms of coupling 
strengths |Α:„ | Π ι | 
Ahc= Σ ' ^ - , . Λ ι " » ( 2 5 ) 
" l " 2 
The summation in (2 5) is limited to π , - ^ ^ ^ ν , so the 
interaction space has a dimensionality у(Л' + 1)(Л +21 
while the subspace of even interactions, formed by all 
K*, /i¡ »«h я | even, is (JV/2 + 1 )2-dimensional for Л' even 
From the set |X„ i „J Km and A^o are of special interest 
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because the standard crystal field Δ and the nearest-
neighbor coupling J of (2 1) are given by Δ=ΛίΚ01 and 
J = -ΝΚχ,, as may be seen by considering the fact that 
spins may couple through different cells As the operators 
Sn, n2 depend only on the total spin in the cell, 






η 2 . 'he Hamiltonian in (2 5) can alternatively be 
represented by the energies E
mi m ¡ of the (m,,™^ config-
urations As it is this representation that directly enters in 
the renormalization equation it is useful to make the rela-
tion between the two representations explicit The config-
uration energies Em¡ m ¡ can be found from the couplings 
4¡— Ζ, ^л, n2S, Ft ι Η j ТЯ ι ftl j (2 6) 
where S ^ „ 2 1 Л | „ 2 is the value of S^ „¡ in the (»Ι,,ΓΤ^) 
configuration The evaluation of this matrix S is simpli­
fied by the use of the following recursion relations (they 
will be denved in the Appendix) 
S..„.=S.. 1 [ S 0 1 - ( n i + n 2 - l ) ] 
and 
S*. .o [•Яі.-І oS| o — (SQ ι — η ι +2)S„ ¡о] 
(2 7) 
(2 8) 
For the inverse transformation, from configuration ener 





 needed As explained in the Appendix it can 
be expressed in terms of the same matrix elements as 









where the factor F^im^m-t) is Ihe number of spin config-
urations with 2 ι σ ' = ' η ι a n < ' Σ ι σ ? = ' η 2 l n a n Λ-point 
cell 
Fv(m1,mjl = VI (N -m1V[\{m2-m^y[l\m2~m[)Y 
(2 10) 
In the renormalization procedure, where blocks of spins 
are transformed to new spin variables wilh altered effec 
tive interactions, the weight function, prescribing this 
transformation, plays a central role To keep the 
permutation symmetric coupling space invariant under 
the renormalization transformation this (normalized) 
weight function \ν(μ,\σ\ ) is chosen such thai it is invari­
ant under reflection and also invariant with respect to per­





l-(-2exp Np-i +p¡ 2 σ ? cosh [ρι 2 σ ι 
(2 IP 
where p¡, pi, and p} serve as variational parameters that 
will be usai to optimize the lower bound of the free ener-
gy that is found b> Kadanoffs method In this method 
the renormahzed Hamiltonian for the μ spins is obtained 
by shifting all couplings [including those arising from the 
normalization factor in the denominator of (2 ID] to a 
neighboring central cell, so that the effective couplings in 
that cell become ¿V times as large This results in the reta 
tion 
*?>., , μ ν ) = In 
exp \ρ\'Σμ,<',^Νρ2'Σ^^ΡίΣ^+'νΙ,^σ\' · σ Ο 
Σ 
(«I 1-1-2exp Νρ,+Ρί'Σ,σ] cosh [ρ, 2 σ Ί 
(2 12) 
where the summation runs, in principle, over all 3 4 spin states | σ | The free energy that results from the renormahzed 
Hamiltonian is necessarily a lower bound to ihe exact free energy ' 4 As equation (2 12) is symmetric with respect to the 
interchange of two a's or two μ'% it is useful to express it in terms of the energies Я,^ „
г
 This is simplified if one real­
izes that the product μ,<7, cm only lake the values 0, ± 1 whereas μ]σ] equals 0 or 1, so, 
exp ριΣ/Ί<Ί+/>3ΣΜ?σ? I= ni1-(c''s,nh/'i ,'í''J'+(e'' ,co,h''i)'i^,2] (2 13) 
By rewntmg the products μ,σ, in terms of the permutation-invariant operators (2 4) (illustrated in the Appendix) Ihe fi­
nal relation is found 
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(m ι,m,) is defined in (2 10) and S
n
 „
 % ч is just 
the number of permutations in (2 4) Note that the sum­
mation in (2 14) now runs over 7(Л + l)2lJV+2)2 terms 
With respect to (2 12) this is advantageous because, as di­
mension vanes, the number of terms no longer grows ex­
ponentially but as a power, so that the calculation times 
remain reasonable In (2 14) the dimension of the lattice is 
only reflected through the number of sites N =2d in a hy-
percubic cell This means that the transformation is well 
defined for all integer Λ1, so a limited number of nonm-
teger dimensions d can be considered 
- - • Í f (2.5, 
ln2 
as in an earlier study of the pure Ising model with the 
same method (5) 
With the use of (2 14) with p, , р
г
, and рз given, fixed 
points Я^^Ірі.рг.рз) [or via (2 9) *„*,„,(pi,p2,pj)] can 
be determined The next step is to employ the lower-
bound property of the approximation and to select for 
each fixed point those ρ values for which the resulting free 
energy is extremal This leads to the condition 
vl= Σ "»»,», (2 16) 
for all ;, where AT* „j are the renormalized couplings and 







., normalized by laking «
m
 = l " 
Although there are some conceptual difficulties in this 
procedure,20 it leads usually to fixed points with surpris­
ingly good exponents 
In the present calculation fixed points for low dimen­
sionalities are located, as usual, by the Newton-Raphson 
method As the dimensions increase this becomes quite 
difficult, since, as the number of couplings increases, a 
nearly marginal eigenvalue (signaling the merging of the 
critical and tncntical fixed points) appears, due to which 
the Newton-Raphson method gets unstable For that 
reason Marquardt's method is used, which gets around 
this difficulty 2 I It is, in fact, a combination of the fast-
converging Newton-Raphson method and the more slow­
ly, but monotonicajly converging gradient method 
6 . 3 FIXED-POINT STRUCTURE 
AND CRITICAL EXPONENTS AS A FUNCTION 
OF DIMENSIONALITY 
With the use of the method described in Sec II the 
search for the optima] fixed points in the subspace of 
symmetric couplings \Kn¡„i\ has been earned out At 
d=2 this results in an optimal critical and ал optimal tn­
cntical fixed point, reproducing Burkhardt's results l 2 
For intermediate values of the dimensionality, given by 
(2 15), the picture of an optimal critical and tncntical 
fixed point remains valid up to £/
c
c=:3 4 In particular, 
two optimal fixed points (a cntical and a tncntical) are 
found at d = 3 , which is in contrast with the earlier results 
of Burkhard! He didn't locate an optimal tncntical fixed 
point The actual search for the fixed points is rather 
time consuming because changes in the dimensionality are 
discrete instead of continuous At low dimensions, where 
these steps are relatively large, this implies that fixed 
points at subsequent values of the dimensionality are not 
necessarily located close to each other At higher dimen­
sions, where the differences between subsequent values of 
the dimensionality become smaller, the Newton-Raphson 
method becomes unstable due to the presence of a nearly 
marginal eigenvalue 
Inspection of the coupling values of the fixed points 
show some interesting features In all cases the on-site σ1 
coupling K
m
 and the two-point σσ coupling ΛΓ20 are the 
most important ones (of order 10 - ' ) , while all other cou­




г0 are presented in Fig I both for the 
cntical and the tncntical fixed points as a function of the 
dimensionality (1 e, Ν) In order to facilitate the compar­
ison with (he phase diagram obtained in mean-field 
theory6 the effective values ^tSi=NKm and Jtn 
=N(N — DATM, which result from the hypercube repre­
sentation (2 2), are plotted As dimensionality increases 
the cntical and tncntical fixed point approach each other 
At d
c
~3 4 they are quite close to each other and to the 
mean-field location of the tncntical point which is 
Δ = — ln4 and Jtix=zJ = 3 (where 2 is the number of 
nearest neighbors) The location of the cntical fixed 
points slightly above the mean-field cntical line is in 
agreement with the fact that in MFA fluctuations are un­
derestimated, so the resulting cntical coupling is too 
small 
To get some insight in the behavior of the optimal 
weight function as the dimension increases this weight 
function (2 11) is plotted at the cntical fixed point for 
d=2 [Fig 2(a), />, = 10953, p1 = -02l667, and 
Рз = - 0 05164] and for rf^3 4 [Fig 2(b), p ^ O 87890, 
p2 = - 0 253 17, and рз = - 0 013 85] Companson of 
these figures shows that the vacant state becomes more 
important for increasing dimensionalities, as disordered 
configurations (m,~0) are assigned more frequently to 
this state In fact, the same happens for the diluted g-
state Potts model as q increases, giving nse to a first-order 
transition above a certain q
c
 ' The optimal parameters ρ 




At the fixed points the leading critical indices ^ and ƒ4 
in the even subspace and the "odd" indices y ] andj^ have 
been calculated Data are presented in Fig 3 as a function 
of dimensionalit> Comparing the values of the leading 
exponents y ι and >Ί at the cntical point with those found 
in a Kadanoff renomialjzation study of the pure Ismg 
model shows a good agreement up 10 d
c
 This is rather 
remarkable as the cntical fixed points found in the two 
cases are (especially for higher dimensions) located in \er> 
different regions of parameter space The one found in 
the present study moves towards small values of Δ while 
the fixed point for the pure Ismg model is (by definition) 
located at Δ— — a; Second, this agreement implies that 
the approach of the tncntical fixed point in the diluted Is­
mg model has no strong influence on the leading eigen­
values at the cntical point In contrast to the renormah-
zation results for the pure Ising model5 the present 
analysis in a ncher fixed-point structure shows a more 
realistic nexl-to-leading even exponent у
А
 It becomes 
marginal at ¿ c ~3 4 and compares at d = 3 reasonably 
well with the value suggested by the f expansion Com-
panson with other data known from the e expansion 
around d = 3 and 4 (Ref 22) is also presented in Fig 3 It 
confirms once more that the Kadanoff method leads to 
surpnsingly good exponents As the eigenoperator corre-
sponding to the magnetic exponent y^ is known to be a 
redundant variable for the cntical fixed point in the 
Landau-Wilson model,*3 the values found for у
ъ
 are not 
thermodynamical significant 
For the eigenvalues found at the tncntical fixed point 
some more remarks are in order As the upper cntical 
dimensionality for tncntical behavior equals 3, data at 
d = 3 can be compared with the classical results Уі— 2, 
i^4 = l, j i | = 2 5, and >, —1 5 The preient calculation 
yields y,-! 0I4,>'4=0 507, y, = 2 494, and>>, = 1 442, so 
the leading exponents agree excellently As explained m 
the Introduction, it is a prion not clear whether the tncnt­
ical exponents for d > 3 »ill follow Gaussian or classical 
tncntical values Because the range of the interaction 
(which is the dangerous vanable in this case) is held fixed 
for a given dimension in the present treatment it is to be 
expected that the Gaussian indices prevail Indeed, the 
values found for >·;, y^, V] and >Ί for d > 3 confirm this 
fact (see Fig 3) 
For dimensionalities slightly below d
r
 both fixed points 
come close to each other As they merge three situations 
can occur, in general First, it is possible that both fixed 
points annihilate, so that no fixed point is left afterwards 
In this case one fixed point can be considered as the ana­
lytic continuation of the other In fact, this is what hap­
pens in the case of the q-state Potts model as q increases '* 
The second possibility is that both fixed points cross and 
remain present with their stability interchanged In an e 
expansion of a Landau Wilson type of Hamiltonian this 
situation is met with one fixed point located in the un-
physical part of the parameter space * Finally, it is possi­
ble that both fixed points stay together and behave as a 
single fixed point with a marginal eigenvalue As ex­
plained in the Introduction, it is this situation that one ex­
pects, in pnnciple, in the present case However, due to 
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Figure 1: 
Location of the effective coupling values 
NK01 and N(N-I)K20 at the optimal 
critical and tricritical point (resp. cir­
cles and triangles) compared -with the 
mean field location of the critical (solid 
line) and triple line (dashed) in the 
Blume-Capel model. Numbers indicated 
in the figure represent the number of 
cell points N in a simple hypercubic 
cell; ζ is the number of nearest neighb­
ours. For N>11 all effective couplings 
lie within the black rectangle, indicated 
by an arrow. 
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Figure 2a: 
Weightfunction W(\i,{o}), defined in (2.11), at the optimal critical fixed point 
2 for N=4 in the Blume Capel model as a function of m.^la and m,=Za . Plots 
for different ц-values (resp. -1,0,1) are given as indicated in the figures. 
Figure 2b: 
Weightfunction W(v,{o}), defined in (2.11), at the optimal critical fixed point 
2 for N=10 in the Blume Capel model as a function of m.=la and m2=la . Plots 
for different μ-vaZues (resp. -1,0,1) are given as indicated in the figures. 
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4 d 
2 3 4 d 
FIG 3 Leading even exponents yi and >* (a) and odd ex 
ponents у^ and у-, (Ы at the optimal cntical and tnemicai fixed 
point (circles and triangles, respectively) from a variational 
renormahzation-group calculation of the Blumc-Capel model as 
a function of dimensionality Data for N > 11 (indicated by X) 
are approximate (sec text) For comparison data from a varia­
tional renormalization group calculation of the pure Ising model 
(Y) are indicated together with data from the e expansion for 
d < d
c
 and the tncntical Gaussian indices (от d > 3 (solid lines) 
even small errors introduced by the approximations may 
drive this fixed point into the complex plane, leaving in 
real space only a point of "minimal deviation/' ι e, a 
point where 
», л , 
is minimal The size of L then indicates whether the re-
normalization pattern must be considered either as a mar 
ginal fixed point distorted by small errors or rather as two 
fixed points that have annihilated In the first case one 
would expect L to remain small while in the second case L 
will grow as d increases above d, 
As it turns out, no true optimal fixed points can be 
found for d > 3 4, but the size of L remains very small 
indeed i . ~ 1 0 " 6 In a case like the present one where the 
fixed-point condition (X = 0 ) cannot be met with arbitrary 
accuracy it appears more natural to also relax the optimal-
ization criterion and to search for the coupling values 
K
n
 „ and parameters ρ for which 7", defined as 
T1 = L1 + M'l'SlV} = L1 + L'i (3 1) 
is minimal Here Vt are the vanaliona! functions (2 16) 
and M serves as a free parameter that makes it possible to 
emphasize either the fixed point or the optimalization cn-
tenon In order to minimize Γ, Marquardt's method has 
been used in the parameter space \K„ „,,ρ'Ι As can be 
expected this leads for d < 3 4 (independently of the 
choice of M) to the optimal fixed points already discussed 
above, where Τ can be made arbitrary small For d > 3 4 
the minimum value of Τ is definitely nonzero but remains 
very small (T^IO 6, while L and L are of the same or­
der) up lo d = 4 This fact is a strong indication in favor 
of the expected marginal fixed point structure The cou­
pling values at the minimum are also consistent with this 
picture The effective values of J and Δ remain up to 
J = 4 close to the mean-field location of the tncntical 
point 
It turns out that the values of the cntical indices are 
rather sensitive for the precise location of the minimum 
which depends (slightly) both on the choice of the parame 
ter M and on the number of Marquardt steps that one is 
willing to take (a single step is rather time-consuming due 
to the large number of numerical differentiations in­
volved) Especially, the value of the nearly marginal ex­
ponent yt is strongly influenced by this choice, it vanes 
between — 0 2 and 0 2 In Fig 3 the values for the other 
exponents as found for M = 1 after a number of Mar­
quardt steps are given Other choices of M lead to values 
that differ about 5% from these values The fact that 
these values agree reasonably well with the Gaussian 
values yi = 1 and y
x
 = 1 + ^ / 2 is a further indication in 
favor of the picture presented above 
I conclude this section with some comments on possible 
extensions of the method It would be very interesting to 
pursue the investigation of the merging of the cntical and 
tncntical fixed point both as a function of the dimen­
sionality d and the number of components q of the Polls 
model (q=2 in the present calculation), extending the 
work of Nienhuis et al16 to the region d~4 and q^l 
However, the feasibility of this method is limited by the 
number of couplings involved At d = 4 this number is 81 
for q =2 but jumps immediately to 915 as soon as q^l 
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It would therefore be an advantage if the number of cou­
plings could be reduced. In view of the results presented 
above, where it was seen that all fixed points are primarily 
determined by the values of the couplings K01 and K20 
w>:h all other couplings at least a factor of 10" ! smaller, 
и did not seem too bad an approximation to truncate the 
parameter space by setting all "higher" couplings identical 
to zero. In this way the fixed-point structure was investi­
gated in the six-dimensional parameter space that is ob­
tained by setting K„]„2=0 when л, -1-Л2 > 3. 
An optimal critical fixed point could easily be located 
in the truncated parameter space but no optimal tncntica! 
fixed point was found and consequently no crossover is 
seen as dimension increases. The critical indices obtained 
in this way for the critical fixed point are almost identical 
up to d = 4 to those obtained by Katz el als m their study 
of the pure Ising model One must conclude that the 
truncation of the coupling parameter space has the same 
effect as a truncation of the number of spin states in 
both cases no crossover to classical behavior is found. For 
that reason, a further extension of the method to investi­
gate the phase diagram of the Potts model in the (q,d) 
space around the pomi (2,4) remains an open problem 
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Working out this product, using the fact that for the 
spm-l model σ σ 2 = σ and σ2σ2=σ2 and resubstituting 
(A2), the desired relation results 
,.·,=
5
· , η . - ι — [ • S o i - ( n i - t - « 2 - 1 > ) 
1
 ' I j 
(A4) 
As a consequence all ^η,.η, c a n be generated from S
n i о 
and SQ, ι 
To reduce the calculation still further, relation (2.8) is 
denved in the same way. As in (A2) one can write 
1
 ' ι * *'· 
(A5) 
Again the term σ, with the constraint on /. is singled 
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(А6) 
APPENDIX. SOME PROPERTIES 
OF THE BASIC INVARIANTS S. , 
In this appendix some relations for the basic invanants 
that were used in Sec. II are considered. First, the recur­
sion relations (2.7) and (2.8) are denved starting from the 
standard choice (2.4) of the basic invanants 
Σ". (Al 
In fact, the sum over all permutations can be rewntten as 
a sum over all sets of different indices i ^ · -І^'П | +І,2, 





" ! ' ι,* 
Σ «ν 
•о ) - (A2) 
Now the (constrained) summation over the term ¡η,+πι 
can be considered separately, so the nght-hand side of 
(A2) may be wntten as 
1 
" ι ! " : ' , Σ 





Working out the product ш (A6) in the same way as was 
done for (A3) gives 
•Sn,.o= —[S,, і.о-Уі ο —'·5Ό,ι — i\ + 2)S„ 2,o] • 1
 η , 
(A7) 
From (A4) and (A7) we see that all Sn¡ „2 can be generated 
from Suo, .So |, and S¡
 0. The matnx elements of these 
basic invanants reduce to So.o.m,,™, = I. So,i,mi,W; = m2, 
and Si.o.m m =mi- Note that the number of lattice 
points Л^  within a hypercubic cell does not appear explicit­
ly 'n Sn¡ „1 
To prove the expression (2.9) for the inverse of the ma-
tnx 5
Л | і , 2 , m ¡ „ 2 it will be shown that 
(££)л|.Л 2./,.І 2 = Σ *»i »2 III,.IIi2*<»i,"I|,l|.'! 
IA8) 
In this context some general remarks may be helpful. 
First, U is clear that in the case n,-^/) the product 
S.,,», m, mßmt.m,.!, ι2 l s always odd in m,, so by sum­
ming over all configurations it vanishes. Furthermore, as 
Fi
 +ι (mi,m2)=0 for m2 >/, +/2 [see (2.10)] the calcula­
tion may be restricted to the case /j =n¡ and /2 > Лг- Us­
ing this constraint the definition (2 9) gives for (A8) 
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л,і/,'(-1)' : 'г , , 
( П | - г / 2 ) ' 2 ^ = 0 m, mj 
(A9) 
The sum over all ( m ¡ ,m ι ) configurations can be earned out explicitly by an examination of the product of two basic in­
variants (A9) then reduces to 
Í S ) , 
¡2 injni/j Уг+ej) 
^ о * = т . Т , 2 . , ι
 !
 ' ( / 2 - А ) ' ( и 2 + ; 2 - « : ) ' ( * - У 2 ) і ( * - л 2 ) ' 
By taking new variables i
x
 =ji + n-l-k and i-l = k — n2 the two «ummations separate and (AIO) transforms into 
( Ο Ι . , , , . , ^ ' ί - Β ) 2 ^ ) Σί-Ι)' 1 1 ( я г - і , ) 1 ! , 1 
' j - " 2 ( - 1 ) ' 
'о » г - Л г - ' г ) ' ^ 1 
(AIO) 
(All) 





be recognized The summation over i2 only contnbutes in be absorbed in the sum over |σ ) , which then runs over 
thecase/ 2=n2 In fact, it reduces to Kronecker delta and ( Ι Ι - ' σ ^ Ι σ Ι As a consequence, (A 13) may be written 
the final orthonormality condition is found as 
Σ ·$ΐ| n¡ m, mj^iTi, m¡ /, l2~^л, ( , δ ^ / (A 12) Σ 




Χ Σ Μι μ.,μί, + ι μί, +»,/('",,т2) (Α 15) 
Σ ' ' ι "»,'Ίι, + Ι "ί,+ϋ 
so ¡S is the inverse of S 
Finally, the way in which products σμ, as present ir 
Q U ) , are treated as illustrated by considering the expres-
 B y c o n s l d e n n g J u s t t h o , e „ l h a t g e n e r a , e „, ^ Ш е ^ . 
mutations of the σ product, (A 13) transforms into 
Σ Σ 1<ΊΜΙ σ.,μ., _ !_
 ν 
/σ( perni . ¿ 
2 2 ' ' ' 
Χ^ϋ, + Ι/Ίι, + Ι σ 'ί1+/ι2μί,+/ι/('Πι,'η2)] , (Α13) 












η ; As (A13) contains a sum 
over all configurations ¡a¡ the contribution of a single where Γ
π
 is Ihe number of permutations II In this way 
term in (A 13), (A 13) decouples For a μ configuration with 2 i M i = m ' i 








 + 1 ", 
, _. ι и я, -t-1 n. -t-n, 
(A 16) 
I"! •S», Я, 
^ , M;„MJ„i + 1 M]<í+„/(m„m2)], (АН) Д ^ " " . · " . . ) S . ^ ^ v ' lf{m"m^ 
is independent of the precise choice of ι,, , /„
 + . , be- (A17) 
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SAMENVATTWG 
Dif proefschrift handelt over de theorie van fase-overgangen. Daartoe 
•worden enkele aspecten van het Ising model, een elementair microscopisch 
model waarin een fase-overgang optreedt, aan een nadere studie onderworpen. 
Dit Ising model is, in de gebruikelijke opzet, gedefinieerd als een systeem 
van magneetjes (zgn. spins) op een rooster, die elkaar onderling beïnvloeden. 
Voor de eenvoud •wordt daarbij verondersteld dat elke spin slechts twee 
standen aan kan nemen: omhoog of omlaag. De toepassingen van het model 
blijven evenwel niet tot magnetische systemen beperkt; ook andere 
twee-toestands modellen, zoals roostergassen of binaire mengsels van metalen, 
kunnen ermee beschreven worden. 
In het eerste gedeelte van het proefschrift wordt het Ising model op 
algemene planaire roosters in twee dimensies bestudeerd. Daarbij staat een 
speciaal type correlatie functie, de zgn. spinor correlatie functie, centraal. 
Zoals afgeleid wordt in hoofdstuk 2 gelden tussen deze spinor correlatie 
functies een aantal exacte recursieve betrekkingen. Hieruit is het 
overgangspunt van een Ising model op een planair rooster snel en in principe 
exact bepaalbaar. Met name voor praktische toepassingen biedt dit voordelen. 
Tevens kan met behulp van deze methode een schatting gemaakt worden van 
het overgangspunt voor het meer algemene Potts model op een planair rooster. 
Bij het homogeen Ising model ís op het overgangspunt de spinor correlatie 
functie oplosbaar in termen van rooster Greense functies, duidend op de 
relatie tussen het Ising model en de vrije velden theorie. 
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt, met behulp van de in hoofdstuk 2 afgeleide 
betrekkingen, een klasse van Ising modellen met een periodieke frustratie 
verdeling bestudeerd. Hierbij blijkt op T=0 een gemoduleerde fase voor te 
komen, die bij eindige temperaturen als gemoduleerde paramagnetische fase 
aanwezig blijft. De overgangslijn waarbij deze fase overgaat in een normale 
(niet gemoduleerde) paramagnetische fase wordt gelocaliseerd. Door de 
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grondtoestands-excitaties aan een •verdere bestudering te onderwerpen komt 
de relatie met het ANNN1-model naar voren. 
In hoofdstuk 4 worden de praktische aspecten van de methode voor het 
bepalen van het overgangspunt nader uitgewerkt, zodat deze toegepast kan 
worden in de kristalgroeitheorie om de morfologische belangrijkheid van 
groeirichtingen voor realistische kristallen als granaat en parafine te bepalen. 
Resultaten zijn vergeleken met morphologische gegevens en met data die uit 
andere methodes volgen. Daaruit blijkt dat de hier gepresenteerde methode 
voordelen biedt, met name in die gevallen waarin de samenhangende 
kristalvlakken sterk anisotroop zijn. 
In het tweede gedeelte van dit proefschrift wordt het Ising model niet 
langer op een planair twee dimensionaal rooster bestudeerd maar komen 
hyperkubische roosters van verschillende dimensies aan bod. De centrale 
vraag die daaraan ten grondslag ligt is hoe onder een speciale renormalisatie 
aanpak, de zgn. real-space methode, de overgang naar klassiek critisch 
gedrag plaatsvindt bij toenemende dimensie en hoe de critische exponenten 
van de dimensie afhangen. 
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt daarbij de cumulant methode gebruikt. Door het 
Ising model met een extra niet wisselwerkende toestand (een zgn. vacancy) 
uit te breiden wordt het mogelijk om de overgang naar klassiek gedrag te 
beschrijven uit het samenkomen van twee vaste punten. In feite is dit 
analoog aan de situatie die met de ε-expansie methode gevonden wordt bij een 
renormalisatie in de impulsruimte. Door het gebruik van deze 
niet-wisselwerkende toestand verbeteren tevens de critische exponenten. 
In hoofdstuk Б staat dezelfde vraagstelling centraal, maar wordt voor de 
renormalisatie van het Ising model met vacancies de superieure Kadanoff 
variatie methode gebruikt. Ten opzichte van de cumulant methode uit 
hoofdstuk 5 heeft Kadanoff's methode het voordeel dat alle vrije parameters 
via een variatie principe bepaalbaar zijn, terwijl ook de critische exponenten 
verrassend goed uit komen. De overgang naar het klassieke gedrag blijkt in 
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deze aanpak op te treden doordat nabij een critische dimensie d -3.4 het 
optimale critische en tricritische vaste punt samen komen. Voor dimensies 
boven d zijn er aanwijzingen dat beide vaste punten niet verdwijnen maar 
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De verOnderetellíngen van Тваііів et al. en van Kardav et al. met 
betrekking tot de positie van het overgangepunt van een q-etate 
Potte model op een gelaagd rooster leiden in het algemeen niet tot 
gelijke resultaten. Hierbij ie de veronderstelling van Tsallis et 
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